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PART 1
1. Apologies. 

2. Notification of Substitute Members, if any. 

3. To approve the Minutes of the Previous Meeting. (Pages 3 - 10)

4. Urgent Items of Business, if any. (24 hours notice to be provided to the Chairman). 

5. Disclosable Pecuniary Interests: 
Other Interests

6. Questions to Portfolio Holders, if any. 
(At least two clear days notice required, in writing, to the Proper Officer in 

accordance with Procedure Rule 15).

7. Growth Strategy. (Report) (Pages 11 - 42)

8. Accelerated Housing Delivery Programme. ( Presentation) 

9. Consultation on the National Planning Policy Framework. (Report) (Pages 43 - 54)

10. Alliance Environmental Services - Phase 2 Transfer of Services. (Report) (Pages 
55 - 88)

11. Work Programme (Pages 89 - 90)
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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

SERVICE DELIVERY OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY 
PANEL MEETING

Minutes

WEDNESDAY, 24 JANUARY 2018
PRESENT: Councillor N Podmore (Chair) 

Councillors C J S Atkins (Substitute for D Price), J Bull, B Emery, 
K Flunder, I Herdman, G Lockett, M A Lovatt, T McNicol, P Roberts, 
H Sheldon MBE, C Wood and P Wood.

ALSO PRESENT: Councillor A Forrester – Portfolio Holder for Environment
Councillor D Ogden – Support Cabinet Member
E Fallows

APOLOGIES: Councillors R Ward and Price.

23 TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING.

DECIDED: That the minutes of the meeting of the Panel held on the 8th November 
2017 be approved as a correct record and signed by the Chair.

24 URGENT ITEMS OF BUSINESS.

There were none.

25 DISCLOSABLE PECUNIARY INTERESTS:

There were none.

26 QUESTIONS TO PORTFOLIO HOLDERS, IF ANY.

Question to Councillor Arthur Forrester (Portfolio Holder for Environment from 
Councillor Paul Roberts

Q. "What effect will it have on this council's waste department if the plastic 
waste can not be collected if china will not take any more plastic from 
this country?"
 

Response:

"The ban China introduced on 1st January 2018 primarily affects lower grade 
plastics, especially films, which we define as an unacceptable material in our 
grey bins. The majority of the plastics we collect are bottles, pots, tubs and 
trays which are not affected by the ban.  That said our plastics are currently 
sent for processing in countries outside of China and as a result it is unlikely Page 3
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the ban will affect our ability to recycle the material we collect from homes in 
the Moorlands. 

I would add that while our outlet is secure, it is probably inevitable that 
competition in the market place for outlets will increase and as a 
consequence prices received fall on a supply and demand basis.  We are 
already seeing some of this cost pressure where mixed paper and card was 
valued at £51 per tonne in December but has now fallen to £22 per tonne.”

Councillor Roberts asked a further question relating to the effects which would 
be seen should other countries cease to accept plastics. The Portfolio Holder 
explained that it wasn’t possible to provide an accurate answer to this at 
present as the future couldn’t be foreseen.

27 BROUGH PARK HERITAGE LOTTERY BID UPDATE.

The Panel considered a report which set out the developments related to the 
Heritage Lottery application for Brough Park in Leek. 

Members had previously received a report at the meeting of the Service Delivery 
Overview and Scrutiny Panel on the 8th November 2017 and recommended Cabinet 
to progress with a Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) application for restoration and 
improvements to Brough Park and continue to set out a vision for wider park 
improvements. 

On the 1st December 2017 the Heritage Lottery Fund made an announcement that 
they had suspended taking new funding applications to the Parks for People 
Programme. The suspension was from immediate effect and the funding portal for 
the grant programme was taken off line.

The announcement detailed that the grant programme had been suspended until 
further notice and no new funding applications would be accepted during 2017/18. 
The Heritage Lottery Fund stated that they would implement a new five-year 
Strategic Funding Framework from 2019. A public consultation on this framework 
was expected in January 2018.

The Parks for People Programme was one of 3 grant funding programmes within the 
Heritage Lottery Fund grant portfolio to be suspended with the others being the 
Landscape Partnerships, and Townscape Heritage programmes.

The Heritage Lottery Fund application for Brough Park was due to be submitted 
through the Parks for People Programme, but this was no longer possible due to its 
suspension by HLF. The suspension of the programme represented a setback to the 
potential funding opportunities for Brough Park.  That said there are other potential 
options available to the Council to attract external grant funding.

Even though the Parks for People Programme was no longer available the Heritage 
Lottery Fund were making another of their grant programmes available to receive 
applications for park heritage restoration. HLF had reported that they would still be 
open for funding applications for landscapes, parks and historic town centres in 
2018, but accepting these grant applications via the “Open Programmes”, including 
the “Our Heritage and Heritage Grants Programme”
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Although there was another funding opportunity for the restoration requirements for 
Brough Park, through the HLF Open Programmes route, it was likely to be a reduced 
chance of success. This was expected given the national volume of applications 
anticipated to be submitted HLF.

Despite the announcements by the Heritage Lottery Fund to the suspension of some 
of their grant programmes, the future liabilities and facility improvements to Brough 
Park still needed to be addressed and were not impacted significantly by the HLF 
changes. As set out in the previous report, work was still progressing to establish a 
new vision for the park and particularly those improvements to childrens’ and young 
peoples’ play facilities, skate park provision, paths, landscaping and other small 
infrastructure that would not be eligible for HLF funding.

Other external funding streams including approaches to the local business 
community will be explored to support the funding of these improvements alongside 
Council funds. 

Councillor Atkins queried the likelihood of the skate park being modernised due to 
the withdrawal of funding. David Stock, Principal Officer Leisure and Recreation, 
advised that he was due to meet with the skate boarding group to ascertain its view 
on the design, discuss costs and feasibility. Councillor Atkins requested to be 
updated on this matter. 

DECIDED:
1) That Members NOTED the changes in national Heritage Lottery 

Fund funding arrangements and for the resubmission of the 
Brough Park application to the Heritage Lottery Fund.

2) That Members NOTED the proposed use of available sums within 
2018/19 Capital Programme as both a contribution towards 
improvements to Brough Park as match funding for the Heritage 
Lottery Fund bid and other potential funding applications.

3) That the priority use of funds within the Capital Programme and 
any third party grant funding and external contributions for 
improvements to childrens’ and young peoples’ play provision on 
Brough Park be NOTED.

28 RECYCLING CONSISTENCY ANALYSIS.

Keith Parker, Head of Operational Services, introduced a report on the outcome of 
work done for the Staffordshire Waste Partnership under WRAP’s (Waste and 
Resources Action Programme) consistency framework as a commitment made when 
the WRAP funding was secured.

The Staffordshire Waste Partnership, of which this Council was a Member, had a 
good track record of collaborative working in order to share best practice and drive 
improved performance and efficiency in waste management across the County. The 
Partnership, working with the Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP), 
secured funding through 2016 year and 2017 to employ consultants to examine the 
business case for greater consistency in household recycling, notably predicated on 
providing separate food waste collections.Page 5
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The subsequent modelling exercises identified there were potential whole system 
costs savings across the two-tier authorities in the region of £3million pa should all 
the Districts elect to adopt a charged for garden collection and separate food waste 
collection system. This figure would rise to £7million pa for an alternative option of 
charged for garden collection only.

In order to progress as a partnership, significant additional factors needed to be 
considered such as the impact on the County Council’s Waste Infrastructure Credits 
and the imbalance across the two-tier system regarding where the costs and savings 
occur. 

The position across the partnership revealed of greatest concern, was any decision 
the County Council may make over the payment of recycling credits to the Districts 
and thus the impact of any ‘cost shunting’.  As a result, none of the District Council’s 
were proposing to introduce food waste collections other than where they exist 
already although some were taking steps to commence charging for garden waste 
collections.

As this Council had reviewed waste service options recently, and as we were looking 
to establish our own ‘Teckal’ company Alliance Environmental Services in order to 
deliver cost savings, continuing with existing plans and a broad status quo to service 
deliver appeared to be the most pragmatic response for the time being.

Members commented how pleasing it was to see a good recycling rate but this could 
be increased further and that it was a sensible decision not to charge for the 
collection of garden waste.  

DECIDED: That the report be NOTED.

29 REVIEW OF THE CEMETERY REGULATIONS.

The Panel received a report on the revised Cemetery Regulations proposed for 
adoption in the Moorlands.

SMDC managed and owned two cemeteries within the district. These were Leek 
Cemetery, which opened in 1857 and Buxton Road (New) Cemetery which opened 
in 2006.  In addition the Council maintained 17 closed churchyards where 
maintenance responsibilities had transferred to the Council.

The grounds maintenance of all these sites was carried out in-house by the Direct 
Services team within Operational Services. Repairs and maintenance to cemetery 
buildings and to hard landscaping was undertaken in conjunction with Assets via the 
Council’s Facilities Management contract held with Derbyshire County Council 
(DCC) and the Cemeteries. 

The provision of a means to bury deceased who pass away within the district was a 
statutory obligation of this Council. With the current efficiency agenda, the Council 
needed to consider alternative ways of delivering services as efficiently and 
effectively as possible.

An Internal Audit was conducted in the summer of 2017 on the cemeteries service. 
This identified that the existing Cemetery Regulations had not been updated for 
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several years. As a result it was recommended that they were reviewed to update 
and standardise them across the Alliance wherever possible.  

A summary of the changes included in the revised regulations, as provided at 
Appendix 1 of the report were as follows:-
• Minor revisions to the time we can accept the last cremated remains for 
burial;
• Burials between Boxing Day and New Year’s Day will no longer be permitted;
• Telephone burial bookings will not be accepted;
• Evidence of legal title to a grave plot will be required to book any burial when 
grave deeds are not available. Such title to be: Forms of Assignment, Grant of 
Probate, Grant of Letters of Administration, Form of Assent and/or Statutory 
Declarations will be necessary, dependant on the circumstances of the deceased 
and applicant;
• Those arranging a coffin burial must arrange for an existing memorial 
headstone to be removed before the grave can be excavated for a further burial, 
thus aiding safe grave digging and reducing the risk of causing damage to the 
headstone;
• The person (usually a Funeral Director) making the burial booking shall be 
liable for all fees and charges relating to cemetery services;
• A reduction in the length of burial rights from 100 to 50 years;
• Confirmation of the Council’s responsibilities regarding maintenance at closed 
churchyards.

In addition it was recommended that the Council adopt lawn cemetery status at Leek 
cemetery, which would have an impact on the effectiveness and efficiency of our 
grounds maintenance activities at this site, whilst ensuring value for money and 
improving public perception of our grounds maintenance standards.

The regulations, once adopted, would be made available on the Council’s website, 
with relevant webpages updated accordingly and copies would be sent to all Funeral 
Directors and Memorial Masons with whom we work. In addition a shortened version 
would be displayed at our cemeteries for the public to view. 

A member of the Panel queried the reduction in the length of burial rights to 50 years 
and it was confirmed that it was possible to apply for an extension to this period. 
Discussion took place around standards improving and if it would be possible for the 
Parish Assembly to be informed of the revised regulations. A complaint had been 
received in relation to the grass being damaged at Leek Cemetery and this would be 
looked into after the meeting. 

DECIDED: 1) That the Service Delivery Overview & Scrutiny Panel SUPPORTED 
the proposed changes and RECOMMEDED that CABINET adopts the 
changes which are set out in the Appendix.   

2)That the Service Delivery Overview & Scrutiny Panel 
RECOMMENDED CABINET agrees to adopt lawn cemetery status at 
Leek cemetery.

30 STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DESIGN GUIDE.

Pranali Parikh, Regeneration Manager, advised the Panel that a draft design guide 
has been completed for Staffordshire Moorlands which had been subject to Page 7
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consultation with the public and a regional organisation that promoted good 
architectural design.  This report set out the results of the consultation exercise and 
recommended that the amended design guide was adopted as a Supplementary 
Planning Document. 

The draft Staffordshire Moorlands Design Guide aims to promote new and 
sustainable high quality design which respects the distinctiveness of the area.  The 
general principles of design are set out within the text of the guide itself.  This will 
then be supplemented by a series of technical appendices to the guide that will set 
out how the principles are to be applied.

Members had approved the draft document for the purposes of wider consultation in 
2016. Public consultation was carried out for a 4-week period between Monday 29th 
February and Tuesday 29th March 2016.  There were no responses to the 
exercise.  

The Council had also consulted with the Architecture and Design Centre for the East 
Midlands (OPUN) which offered an independent and impartial review service to local 
authorities on all building design related matters. The advice received from OPUN 
had been taken into account within the draft Staffordshire Moorlands Design 
Guide and was included in Appendix 2 of the report.

In addition to the report, members received a demonstration of the new on-line guide 
which would be available on the Council’s website in due course.

A member of the Planning Applications Committee (PAC) was concerned that the 
PAC hadn’t been consulted on the Design Guide and clarification on how the guide 
would link to Neighbourhood Plans. It was suggested that an item be programmed in 
for a meeting of the Parish Assembly. The Regeneration Team was congratulated 
for producing an impressive guide in consultation with the Architecture and Design 
Centre for the East Midlands (OPUN).

Officers explained that all Councillors had been consulted on the Design Guide 
approximately 18 months ago and a further training session could be arranged for 
members of the PAC.  There was a requirement for Neighbourhood Plans to be in 
compliance with the Local Plan which would be linked to design policies such as the 
Design Guide. 

DECIDED: 

(a) The Panel NOTED the consultation comments and officers’ responses to 
them;

(b) That the Panel RECOMMEND CABINET approve the amended version of 
the Staffordshire Moorlands Design Guide for adoption as a 
Supplementary Planning Document; and 

(c) delegate approval to officers to make any technical updates to the design 
guide, including the detailed appendices, as required. 
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31 WORK PROGRAMME

The Panel considered its Work Programme and agreed the items listed.

DECIDED: That the Panel’s Work Programme for 2017/18 be agreed.

The meeting closed at 7.52 pm

_________________________________Chairman ____________________Date
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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report to Service Delivery Overview & Scrutiny Panel

23 May 2018

Appendices 1: Draft Growth Strategy For Staffordshire Moorlands

1. Reason for the Report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update the councillors on the progress of the 
Draft Growth Strategy for Staffordshire Moorlands, being developed jointly in 
partnership between SMDC and SCC. 

2. Recommendation

2.1 To note the draft growth strategy. 

2.2 To recommend that Cabinet approve the Draft Strategy for publication for the 
purpose of public consultation.  

3. Executive Summary

3.1 The emerging Local Plan is due to be submitted to the inspector in June 2018, 
with the examination process expected to take place in Sept/ October 2018. 
Depending on the outcome, adoption is likely to happen in spring 2019.

3.2 In order for the Local Plan objectives to be achieved a delivery plan is required 
which will support appropriate development to come forward in identified 
locations and maximise community benefits from such development. The Draft 
Growth Strategy is prepared to provide the strategic vision and context to the 
development and propose key actions to achieve the vision. While the Local 
Plan identifies where the development should be, the Growth Strategy 
identifies how it could be delivered and what benefits it could achieve.  

3.3 The Draft Growth Strategy is a joint initiative between Staffordshire Moorlands 
District Council and Staffordshire County Council. It demonstrates commitment 

TITLE: Staffordshire Moorlands Growth Strategy

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: Councillor Sybil Ralphs – Portfolio Holder 
for Regeneration

CONTACT OFFICER: Pranali Parikh – Regeneration Manager

WARDS INVOLVED: All wards 

Page 11
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from both partner organisations to deliver sustainable growth in the District.  It 
has been informed by the Councils’ Corporate Plan priorities, existing 
evidence base reports, current initiatives being carried out by the Councils and 
their partners as well as overarching strategies for the wider Stoke & 
Staffordshire Local Enterprise Partnership area.

3.4 The key purpose of the strategy is to provide a wider growth context to 
prospective investors and funders and attract inward investment in the District. 
It is anticipated that the Draft Strategy will help the public and private sector 
partners in preparing and assessing business cases for funding bids and 
investment propositions.

3.5  The Draft Growth Strategy proposes to focus on key areas of intervention:
 Housing delivery;
 Business & Employment growth and skills;
 Visitor economy and town centres;
 Health & well-being;
 Connectivity.

3.6 The key delivery principles for the Strategy are:
 Adopting a plan-led approach which identifies and delivers priorities in line 

with the Local Plan;
 Delivery through the creation of  strong partnerships including the Local 

Economic Partnership(LEP), Chamber of Commerce and others;
 Willingness to use the prospect of growth to support investment and 

focusing on what is feasible and achievable;
 Proactive intervention in growth and development activities including 

taking  control when required to acquire land and funding;
 Working with our neighbouring urban areas to create a complementary 

offer.

3.7 It is proposed to conduct a four week consultation exercise by publishing the 
document on the Council’s website. Email notifications will be sent out to all 
relevant stakeholders, district and county councillors and parish councils. 
Press releases will be prepared to notify the residents of the consultation 
period. Following the consultation, the comments will be collated and 
incorporated in the document where appropriate.  The final draft will be 
presented to the Full Council for consideration and adoption as a material 
planning document. 

3.8 Officers at Staffordshire County Council are also preparing a report to be 
considered by their Cabinet that will enable  the County Council to actively 
engage with the delivery of this strategy, once approved.  This will form part of 
the County Council’s emerging thinking surrounding the delivery of sustainable 
growth, most notably through enabling the provision of new homes together 
with associated infrastructure and employment opportunities.
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4.        How this report links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1 The report links Corporate Plan 2015-19; Aim 3: To help create a strong 
economy by supporting further regeneration of towns and villages; in that it will 
address the delivery of priorities:

 Encourage business start-ups and enterprises;
 flourishing town centres that support the local economy;
 encourage and develop tourism;
 support an open for business approach.

5. Options and Analysis

5.1 Option 1: Do not agree approval for consultation.
Under this option, the Council will not seek public and stakeholder consultation 
on the draft Growth Strategy. This would mean that there is less opportunity 
for key partners and residents to influence local strategy. Not recommended.

5.2 Option 2: Agree approval for consultation to give the opportunity for key 
partners and residents to influence local strategy. Recommended.

6. Implications

6.1 Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None.

6.2 Workforce
SMDC Regeneration team in partnership with Staffordshire County 
Council.

6.3 Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's 
Diversity and Equality Policies and an Equality Impact Needs 
Assessment is not required at this time.

6.4 Financial Considerations
The draft Growth Strategy sets out an agreed approach to future 
development in the district and will act as a tool to lever in external 
funding as well as setting the framework for commitment of SMDC 
and SCC future resources. 

6.5 Legal 
None at this stage. 

6.6 Sustainability
This draft Growth Strategy has been developed in line with 
emerging Local Plan proposals, adopted core strategy and 
Supplementary Planning documents relating to sustainability.
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6.7 Internal and External Consultation
This report has been developed as a joint SMDC/SCC Growth 
Strategy and as such has been subject to internal consultation 
within both organisations. The strategy sets out an approach to 
delivery of the Local Plan and the vision agreed by the Leaders of 
both authorities. The Local Plan has been subject to extensive 
consultation. The Draft Strategy will be consulted with relevant 
stakeholders and residents prior to adoption.

6.8 Risk Assessment
The key risk to the preparation of the draft Growth Strategy is the 
potential lack of buy-in for the Growth Strategy from partners and 
residents.

The draft Growth Strategy sets out an approach to delivery of the 
priorities and sites agreed by the Local Plan which has been 
developed through an extensive consultation process so the risk of 
buy-in from the residents is minimal. It is important to engage with 
the stakeholders and partners as they will be key for the delivery of 
it. While most partners and stakeholders are engaged in the 
process of developing the strategy, a public consultation exercise 
is proposed for more formal engagement.

 

Dai Larner
Executive Director of Place

Web Links and
Background Papers

Location Contact details

 
Pranali Parikh
Regeneration Manager
Pranali.parikh@staffsmo
orlands.gov.uk
0758305536

6.4
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Spatial Context:
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Introduction 

Local context

National and regional context

Challenges  and  strengths

Our focus

Key priority sectors
• Housing delivery
• Business, employment growth and skills
• Visitor economy and town centres
• Health and well‐being
• Connectivity

Delivery mechanism

Appendix 1: Development Opportunities

Contents:

02
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Foreword: 
The Growth Strategy for Staffordshire Moorlands 
is a joint initiative between Staffordshire 
Moorlands District Council and Staffordshire 
County Council.

The Strategy sets out a plan for sustainable 
growth and identifies development opportunities 
in the District for the next 15 years. It 
demonstrates the partners’ commitment to 
regeneration as well as to the delivery of the 
Local Plan. 

It has been informed by the Council’s Corporate 
Plan priorities, existing evidence base reports and 
current initiatives being carried out by the 
Councils and their partners.

We believe  it will  not only guide future 
developments, but also help attract inward 
investment and funding from private and public 
sector sources.

The Strategy  is an ambitious step forward for the 
District to position itself in the wider North 
Staffordshire context. 

Cllr Philip Atkin, Leader, Staffordshire County 
Council
Cllr Sybil Ralphs, Leader, Staffordshire 
Moorlands District Council

Vision

Staffordshire Moorlands aims to be an area 
with a vibrant and distinctive natural and 
built environment which welcomes 
planned growth to create an independent 
and sustainable economy and offer a high 
quality of life to the residents, visitors and 
the business community in North 
Staffordshire.
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The key objectives for the Growth Strategy are:

• To achieve delivery of housing targets as set out in the Local Plan which 
will provide ‘good growth’ that supports community vitality and enhances 
towns and villages as places where residents want to live and work.  

• To deliver a business growth approach that supports entrepreneurship, 
innovation and investment across  a diverse economic base to provide a 
wide range of jobs and opportunities  for present and future residents. 

• To facilitate leisure development, enhance leisure infrastructure and carry 
out place marketing activities to support the visitor economy and increase 
visitor spend.

• To support a high performing, relevant and responsive education and skills 
system that narrows the skills  gap and anticipates  future challenges and 
opportunities  to ensure a productive workforce for tomorrow.

• To be a place where improved health and wellbeing is experienced by all.

Purpose

• To create a shared vision among partners
• To demonstrate our commitment to 

growth and delivery of the Local Plan
• To set out clear priorities and our 

approach to their delivery.

Aim

To support planned growth in housing, jobs, 
entrepreneurial activities and the visitor 
economy through the  provision of 
appropriate infrastructure for health, 
education and transport in order to deliver 
our vision for the area.

The key principles for the Growth Strategy are:

• Adopting a plan led approach with a focus on delivering the Local 
Plan

• Delivery through the creation of  strong partnerships including the 
Local Economic Partnership(LEP), Chamber of Commerce and 
others

• Willingness to use the prospect of growth to support investment 
and focusing on what is feasible  and achievable.

• Proactive intervention in growth and development activities 
including taking  control when required to acquire land and funding

• Working with our neighbouring urban areas to create a 
complementary offer

P
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Corporate Plan: The Council’s Corporate Plan supports Economic 
Development and Regeneration to achieve increased economic growth and 
sustainable towns and rural communities.

Planning Policy: The Council adopted a Core Strategy in 2014 which 
established the principle of growth in Leek, Cheadle and Biddulph and in the 
more sustainable villages of the Rural Areas. A new Local Plan is now in the 
latter stages of preparation which carries this principle forward whilst 
identifying sites for development and protection. The plan seeks to support the 
growth of 320 homes per year and a total of 27ha of additional employment 
land up to the year 2031 to support economic growth.

Built Heritage:
The Council is committed to planning positively for high quality and inclusive  
design for all development and has adopted a Design Guide as a 
Supplementary Planning Document to the Local plan.   A high quality, well 
designed, development can enhance the sense of place and identity of an area 
and can bring significant benefits to the local environment and economy. 

Natural environment: Staffordshire Moorlands lies in the foothills of the 
Pennines and around a third of the District lies within the Peak District National 
Park. Of the remainder, around 30% is Green Belt. Extensive areas of the 
District are protected for their environmental value. The Churnet Valley is an 
area of significant landscape, wildlife and heritage value. 

Local Context:

Peak District  National Park

Leek town centre
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Economic Profile

• Economic activity rate in the District (84.2%) is higher than the national average 
(77.8%). 

• Weekly pay for jobs available in the District is low (£486.2) compared to the 
national average (£540.20).

Employment: 
 Average wages of full time workers are £3,000 below the national average pa.
 Net outflow of 12,800 workers  from District.
 Claimant unemployment is very low at 0.6% 
 Youth unemployment has fallen sharply since 2012 to 1.2%

Skills: 
 At level 2(GCSE) and 3(A level), the district performs at par with the regional 

average.
 10% fewer residents hold a degree or equivalent higher level qualification than the 

national average.
 390 workplaces offer apprenticeships in the District.
 59% of the apprenticeships are at Level 2.
 Number of Level 3 apprenticeships have risen since 2013/14 by 13%

Enterprise:
 Lowest business start up rate in Staffordshire at 10.5%
 4120 enterprises based  in the District in 2016 (ONS); 75 workplaces employ more 

than 50 people on site
 In 2016, self‐employment rate has fallen to 10.1% but remains above Staffordshire 

average (9.5%) 
 Ranked highest in Staffordshire for proportion of employees working in knowledge 

based economy
 Business survival rate is strong with 93% businesses established in 2014 still trading

Key employment sectors: (ONS 2015)

Manufacturing, mining and associated logistics ‐ 25% 
of workforce
Growth Potential – Supply chain growth linked to JCB, 
Rapiscan, Keyplant engineering, Klarius, Altrad Belle, 
Greenhouse  People, F Ball & Co.
Key constraint – Availability of sites + skills

Agri‐Supply Chain‐ 2,339 jobs 
Growth potential‐ EIA (2017) identifies £541m pa 
GVA; Linked to Ornua, Croda, Cottage Delight, IAE. LM 
Bateman, Armatrac
Key constraints –business support for diversification, 
identifying new markets, incubation space, digital 
connectivity 

Professional services and real estate (construction, 
finance, scientific and technical) ‐ 24% of workforce
Growth potential – Linked to Capita, creative and 
digital services, University
Key constraint – Availability of higher grade  office 
accommodation with high speed digital connectivity

Leisure & Tourism (Accommodation, food, retail, arts 
and entertainment)‐ 17% of workforce
Growth potential‐ Link to Peak Park, Alton Towers, 
Churnet Valley, Lodges and outdoor recreation
Key constraints‐ Connectivity, packaging and 
marketing of offer and low wages

Education, Health and Public services‐23% of 
workforce
Growth potential‐ Link to NHS, University, Council 
Key constraints‐ Public sector funding, recruitment

Local Context:
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National and Regional Context:

Constellation Partnership:

The Government is driving housing delivery, 
utilising changes to the planning system, and 
reducing barriers to development. This is 
reflected in the recently  published draft 
National Planning Policy Framework

Constellation Partnerships Growth Strategy: 
As part of the Constellation Partnership 
(Northern Gateway Development Zone) and 
the development of the Crewe Hub, a Growth 
Strategy is being prepared to provide new jobs 
and homes in Cheshire, Stoke and 
Staffordshire. Blythe Vale is identified as a 
priority location for development along with 
Crewe and Stoke and improved road and rail 
links have been put forward.

Midlands Connect: 
The Midlands Connect strategy identifies rail 
and road connectivity between the Stoke and 
Staffordshire hub (Crewe) and the 
Derby/Nottingham hub (Toton) as a key 
strategic priority. It acknowledges their 
potential to act as catalysts for business and 
professional services in both economic hubs. 
Better connectivity to these hubs could also 
provide better access to the HS2 stations at 
Crewe and Toton, raising their potential to 
unlock the growth of higher‐value sectors in 
North Staffordshire. 

National Context:
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South 
Cheshire 
growth region Leek

Growth 
Context:

A50 Corridor connects:

• M6 and M1
• Stoke‐on‐Trent and Derby
• HS2 Eastern arm and HS2 

Western arm
• High‐tech and hi‐skilled 

businesses such as Bentley, 
JCB, Toyota, Rolls‐Royce and 
BombardierP
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Challenges :

• Delivery of Local Plan housing and employment sites
• Delivery of affordable and special needs homes
• Rural environment and accessibility to external infrastructure
• Low growth area and low level of economic dynamism
• Retention of  skilled young people/graduates
• Lower level skills at NVQ4+ and above
• Low level of development and inward investment
• Few large employers & lack of career progression
• Vacant and under‐used heritage assets
• Low level of start‐ups and growth of small businesses
• Ageing population and social exclusion
• Low wages limit re‐spend potential

Strengths:
• Vibrant town centres & distinctive built heritage
• Outstanding natural environment
• Good partnership working with SCC and LEP
• Successful growing businesses‐ JCB, Klarius, Rapiscan, Greenhouse  People 
• Available skilled technical workforce for engineering, professional services 

and creative industries
• Low land values, reduced cost of development
• Use of great outdoors to promote health and wellbeing offer
• High quality of life – attractive to aspirational residents
• Local Plan  submission draft approved‐ clarity and certainty of 

development
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Leek

• Self‐contained market town
• Attractive town centre with high 

percentage of independent shops 
attracting visitor spend & new hotels

• Hub for arts & creative industries
• Strong & successful local industry –

including engineering & 
manufacturing, food production and 
financial sector

Cheadle

• Need to increase housing in the town 
centre – bring more local spend, 
investment in health & recreation

• Daisy Bank redevelopment for new 
office accommodation & business 
growth

• Continued focus for engineering 
growth – JCB, Klarius

• St Giles church & new markets

Blythe Bridge & Churnet Valley

• Deliver the Churnet Valley Masterplan 
– supporting tourism to increase 
visitor stays & economic impact

• Improve rail and road access to key 
destinations

• Support development of Churnet
Valley railway

• Promote the use of green 
infrastructure, paths and trails

Biddulph

• Attractive residential town with good 
range of local amenities

• Strong interest in investment from 
growing engineering & manufacturing 
firms  

• New housing, employment & retail 
uses planned

• Biddulph Grange‐ key destination

Our focus:

Leek

Churnet Valley

Biddulph

Cheadle
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Housing Delivery:
Issues:
• Low rate of house‐building due to:

• small sites not attractive to regional developers and investors 
• viability issues  due to low values
• poor connectivity adding to high construction costs
• low level of profit margins‐ not enough incentives for developers

• Over 189 homes with full permissions unimplemented on larger sites
• Further  900  homes with  outline planning approvals
• Lack of control and certainty for Council due to lack of publically owned land that can 

be developed for housing 
• Aging population

• Need for suitable accommodation
• Rural residents unable to access services if  unable to drive/lack public 

transport  
• Lack of diversity in available house types‐ not attracting premium earners/high 

skilled and young first time buyers
• Potential threat to decline in workforce without sufficient and right quality housing

Opportunities:
• Draft Local Plan approved by the Council‐ providing clarity and certainty
• Government’s focus on housing growth and availability of funding
• Strong track record of delivering 275 homes through ASCENT
• Keen interest from Registered Providers and specialist housing product developers 
• Constellation Partnership Growth Strategy in place, provides context and positioning
• Stoke’s economy is improving with  direct positive impact on housing market
• A50 is a key growth corridor for skilled labour force creating a strong housing market 

along it
• A50 corridor is recognised as an investment priority in Midlands Connect growth 

strategy
• Recent rise in development activities‐

• St Modwens got planning approval on Blythe Vale phase 1
• McCarthy & Stone on site with schemes for refurbished mill in Leek
• Waitrose site sold very quickly, more interest from food retailers in all 

towns‐ proving spend capacity

Local Plan Context: 2018‐2031

6080 homes to be completed (2012‐2031) at an 
annual average of 320 per year on allocated sites in 
Leek (30%), Biddulph (20%), Cheadle (25%) and 
rural areas (25%).

The Housing supply data suggests that:
• Homes completed during 2015/16 = 100
• Homes under construction = 266
• Homes with full/outline consent not yet under 

construction = 1034

In the towns, residential development of 15 homes 
or more to provide a target of 33% affordable 
housing on site.

Housing market: (Rightmove)

The majority of sales in Staffordshire Moorlands 
during the last year were semi‐detached properties, 
selling for an average price of £152,842. Detached 
properties sold for an average of £274,828, with 
terraced properties fetching £120,205. 

Staffordshire Moorlands, with an overall average 
price of £184,627 was more expensive than nearby 
Stoke‐On‐Trent (£133,520) & Newcastle under Lyme 
(£157,441).

Overall sold prices in Staffordshire Moorlands over 
the last year were 6% up on the previous year and 
8% up on the 2015 level of £171,721.
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Housing Delivery:
Proposed Actions:

• Prepare Masterplans and delivery options for 
larger housing clusters such as Biddulph Wharf 
Rd, Cheadle Town Centre, the Leek Mill area and 
the Blythe Vale sites.

• Commission consultants to prepare an 
investment and acquisitions strategy for the 
masterplanned areas.

• Consider ASCENT phase 2 or other housing 
delivery vehicle for public sector led delivery.

• Review all council owned/ public sector owned 
assets and consider development opportunities 
where appropriate.

• Work with Homes England to promote the ‘Home 
Building Fund’ aimed at small sites and small 
scale builders to bring forward the delivery of 
sites.

• Revise planning pages to include guidance for 
small site owners and businesses‐ demystifying 
the planning application process.

• Clear backlog in the planning system by agreeing 
S106 with the help of SCC.

• Consider refurbishment of mill buildings as part 
of the wider Leek Mill Quarter Strategy to deliver 
apartments, student accommodation and 
serviced accommodation to add to diversity.

Extra care housing in Leek
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Business, 
Employment Growth 
and Skills

Issues:
• Lower than average business start‐up rates.
• Perception of rural areas being unsuitable and unwelcoming for business growth.
• Lack of fit‐for‐purpose accommodation and freehold sites. 
• Viability issues due to high remediation/infrastructure costs and low values that restrict 

delivery of allocated and available sites
• Local demand is for light industrial units that create lower density of jobs. Funding favours 

high job density to meet ‘value for money’ criteria.
• Funding for growth is restricted to SMEs who have no/little direct customer sales
• Lack of national/international business or key cluster which restricts ability to attract co‐

locaters /supply chain and access to sector growth funding. 
• Council does not own land for development.
• Poor connectivity and road infrastructure restricts growth potential.
• Distance to skill providers/lack of transport (or cost of transport) acts as a barrier to skills 

acquisition & apprenticeships for low income households  
• High use of temporary agency staff in manufacturing & engineering & nursing/care sectors 

means lack of access to advanced training/skill development
• Low wages & terms and conditions acts as a disincentive to skills acquisition in a number of 

sectors which effect availability of skilled labour for sector growth 
• Lack of strategic interaction between schools career teams/labour market information/ 

businesses

Opportunities:
• Emerging Local Plan identifies approximately 27ha of additional employment land.
• Track record of delivering serviced plots in Victoria Business Park in Biddulph which is fully 

occupied.
• A50 Corridor allows for labour movement for advanced manufacturing businesses such as 

Bentley, JCB, Toyota and Bombardier. 
• Cushman Wakefield report (November 2017) has identified demand for commercial use and 

a need for public sector intervention.
• Established relationship between the Growth Hub, Chamber and partners for business 

support.
• District has higher rates of Level 3 qualified working age residents than Stoke‐on‐Trent, and 

better than average school leaver attainment. 
• Council owns and manages a portfolio of commercial units with a high occupancy rate and 

good rate of return on investment.
• Employment growth is a key political priority and is supported by the District Deal 

commitment from SCC.
• Funding available for small businesses from LEP, Peak LEADER and other sources for 

proactive businesses

Local Plan Context 2018:2031

The employment land requirement study 
(2017) recommended 27ha additional 
employment land to support the growth of 
320 homes per year. 

This is identified in various locations, mainly 
in Leek, Biddulph, Cheadle and rural 
locations.

Key allocations:
‐ 5ha at land off Tunstall Road , Biddulph
‐ 1ha at Wharf Road, Biddulph
‐ 4.27 ha at land off new Haden Road, 

Cheadle
‐ 4ha at Leekbrook (expansion of existing 

industrial estate)
‐ 18ha at Blythe Vale, off A50
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Business, Employment Growth and SkillsProposed Actions:

• Prepare deliverable masterplans for key sites such 
as Biddulph Tunstall Road and Blythe Vale.

• Commission an investment and acquisitions 
strategy for the masterplanned areas as well as 
other employment locations.

• Support town centre regeneration through viable 
re‐use of surplus public estate and heritage assets.

• Promote development of managed workspaces to 
support business start‐ups, entrepreneurs and 
SMEs in Leek, Biddulph and Cheadle town centre.

• Use of Council resources (Council assets + Growth 
Fund + staff expertise) to increase deliverability 
and act as match funding to lever private and 
public sector investment.

• Use the power of strategic acquisition of land 
where relevant to ensure sustained income and 
future growth. 

• Develop investment prospectus & investor 
relationships for development sites.

• Co‐ordination of district wide data on Gatsby 
Careers Benchmarks audit for schools  to 
understand strategic issues and, with partners, 
develop action plan to address gaps.

• Continue to engage with the businesses to identify 
their skill needs and work with the University as 
well as HE and FE providers to meet the need.

JCB factory in Cheadle
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Visitor Economy & 
Town Centres

Issues:
• Under utilised and under‐recognised visitor opportunities and attractions
• Low visibility/awareness of visitor infrastructure in form of paths/longer trails 
• Poor physical links between trails & green infrastructure (Peak Park, Churnet 

Valley area) to key destinations and town centres  and Stoke urban area.
• Need for a greater clarity and promotion of offer (why come and what to do & 

even where district is in relation to neighbouring cities).
• Ratio of staying/day visitors is low (but improving) in part due to lack of visitor 

accommodation compared to Derbyshire.

Opportunities:
• Outstanding built and natural environment
• Key tourism destinations with national profiles such as Alton Towers,  Peak 

District National Park, Biddulph Grange. 
• Historic villages and  town centres with tourism appeal
• Moneystone Park and  Alton towers accommodation expansions
• Churnet Valley heritage railway expansion to Leek (planning application 

submitted)
• Emerging Local Plan and Green Infrastructure Strategy‐ supportive of visitor 

economy development 
• Opportunity to create a close physical relationship of the District with the Peak 

District National Park through enhancement of Green Infrastructure.
• Opportunity to enhance the distinctive built heritage in town centres and 

create a unique offer to suit contemporary uses.

Local Plan Context 2018:2031

New Local Plan policies support appropriate tourism 
development and recognises cultural tourism and 
they support a greater range of new 
accommodation, attractions and facilities for tourists 
and visitors. 

The visitor economy is an integral part of the:
• Churnet Valley Masterplan
• Cheadle Town Centre Masterplan
• Biddulph Town Centre Area Action Plan
• Leek Town Centre Masterplan

Visitor economy sector:
• Generates over 6m visitor days (4.5m day 

visitors) 
• Creates £261m economic impact across 

Staffordshire Moorlands as a whole  – but static 
growth from 2014

• Creates £32.6m economic impact from visitors to 
Leek – increased by £4.25 since 2014 (9% growth)

• More than doubles the value of staying visitor s 
per day over that of day‐visitors 

• Generated 83,970 more visitors in Leek since 
2013 (STEAM data) – 9% growth

Town Centre Retail vacancy rates:
UK (towns) average‐ 8.9%
West Midlands‐ 9.3%
Leek‐ 7.9%
Biddulph‐ 18.2%
h dl
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Visitor Economy and Town CentresProposed Actions:

• Attract more staying visitors by improving the 
quality and range of accommodation stock by 
working with key operators and small businesses

• Working with private sector partners, ensure the 
delivery of planned and approved 350 bed spaces 
(Travelodge in Leek, Alton Towers expansion) 
and Moneystone (250 lodges)

• Use of green infrastructure to improve 
connectivity from urban areas and extend trails 
to town/village centres by working with SCC, the 
National Park  Authority and voluntary groups 
ensuring clear linkages to shops, restaurants & 
pubs to generate visitor spend.

• Undertake an economic impact assessment by 
visitor activities and have a clear focused strategy 
on increasing numbers of high spending 
groups/individuals 

• Enhanced place marketing linked to key 
audiences by working with Destination 
Staffordshire 

• Churnet Valley Railway project  implementation  
including extension to Moneystone Park and Leek 
town centre with linkages to path/cycle trails.

• Working with SCC, Stoke and  Newcastle to link 
housing development to countryside as quality of 
life offer for urban areas.

©Alton Towers
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Health and Well‐being

Issues:
• The significant and acknowledged issues within the health economy in North 

Staffordshire.
• Aging population and changing need for health and social care.
• Recruitment of skilled health professionals as well as support workers.
• Proposed closure of hospital sites in Leek and Cheadle (pending consultation)
• Need to improve provision and accessibility to health and education services 

and facilities.
• Need to increase physical activity and encourage healthy travel across all age 

groups.

Opportunities:
• The development and the delivery of the NHS Sustainable Transformation Plan 
• Opportunity to consider reshaping service delivery for health sector in Leek 

and Cheadle
• Opportunity to bring health development within the town centre in  a more 

accessible and sustainable location.
• Opportunity for health development to lead and drive town centre 

regeneration.
• Opportunity to redevelop the health centres sites for appropriate use.

Local Plan Context 2018:2031

The vision for the Draft Local Plan states that the 
needs of all sectors of the community, in particular 
younger and older people, will be better met 
through the provision of recreational, sport and 
community facilities, local employment 
opportunities and appropriate housing. 
Encouragement of physical activity and active 
travel throughout the District and across all age 
groups will improve health and well‐being.

Health Profile 2017 (Public Health England)

Rates of violent crime, long term unemployment, 
early deaths from cardiovascular diseases and early 
deaths from cancer are better than national 
average. Priorities for Staffordshire Moorlands 
include childhood obesity, smoking in pregnancy, 
drug misuse and aging well.
Key facts:
• 13% children live in low income families
• In year 6, 19.4% of children are classified as 

obese.
• Levels of smoking at the time of delivery are 

worse than England average.
• The rate of self‐harm hospital stays is worse 

than the average for England.
• The rate of excess winter deaths is worse than 

national average.
• Life expectancy for men is higher than the 

England average.
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Health and well‐being
Proposed Actions:

• Support the delivery of the Strategic 
Transformation Plan (STP) with an initial 
focus on Leek and Cheadle to develop health 
and other services that are fit for the future.

• Consider health offer as an integral part of 
any town centre masterplans to be prepared.

• Work in partnership with NHS trust and SCC 
to access OPE support and funding.

• Prepare business cases and relevant funding 
bids to bring the developments of these sites 
forward.

• Work with private sector developers and land 
owners to deliver school sites identified and 
allocated in the Draft Local Plan.

• Work with others including the local 
education sector and employers  to address 
the skill gaps identified.

Leek College campus
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Connectivity
Issues:
• Safety issues for heavy vehicles on A50 near Blythe Bridge.
• Lack of access to key strategic sites such as Blythe Vale (south of A50) and other 

master planned areas for residential and employment sites.
• Traffic issues in Cheadle. (and also poor links to/from Cheadle to A50)
• Pedestrian and cycle connectivity between towns, Churnet Valley and Stoke urban 

area.
• Lack of consistency and quality in digital connectivity throughout the district –

need for increased funding & intervention rates or innovation solutions to address 
areas in final 4% ( areas with no planned broadband coverage)

• Lack of rail connectivity.

Opportunities:
• The development of north/south HS2 routes and the opportunity to enhance the  

east –west link through Blythe Bridge station.
• Further development of the A50 as a major growth route enabling the movement 

of skilled labour force.
• Potential to develop the Leek to Moneystone heritage rail link‐ Enhance the visitor 

economy through the further development of the Churnet Valley Heritage Line.
• Existing network of trails, paths and walking routes that can be joined up and 

promoted as a coherent package.
• Potential light rail network proposal to link Biddulph/Knypersley to Hanley/Stoke
• Digital connectivity needs to be explored to overcome some of the constraints of 

physical infrastructure provision and tackle social and economic inclusion.
• The emerging Local Plan Policy states that: all development shall be served by high 

speed broadband (>30mbps) unless it can be demonstrated through consultation 
with Next Generation Access Network providers that this would not be possible, 
practical or economically viable. In all circumstances during construction of the site 
sufficient and suitable ducting should be provided within the site and to the 
property to facilitate ease of installation at a future date.

Local Plan Context 2018:2031

The Spatial Strategy of the Local Plan supports 
connectivity at the outset by focussing growth in the 
most sustainable locations. However, the plan seeks 
to further enhance connectivity  with support for 
measures identified in the County Council’s 
Integrated Transport Strategy,  sustainable transport 
measures such as improvements to Green 
Infrastructure and more strategic infrastructure such 
as consideration of the A50 and links to Stoke. 

The A50 is an important strategic corridor 
supporting global advanced manufacturing 
businesses such as Bentley, JCB, Toyota, Rolls Royce 
and Bombardier. It is identified as a key corridor as 
part of the Midlands’ Connect programme. A50 is 
the key east‐west link between two major transport 
corridors of M1 and M6. As per of the planned HS2 
route, A50 connects the eastern and western arm of 
HS2 by linking Stoke in the West and Derby in the 
East.  The roundabout at Blythe Bridge is the last 
remaining roundabout on the A50 that requires 
remodelling. 

Blythe Bridge railway station is the only station in 
Staffordshire Moorlands and from which passenger 
numbers are increasing despite the poor and 
infrequent service. Blythe Bridge railway station is 
right in the middle of the eastern and western arm 
of HS2 with currently 40 mins travel to both Crewe 
and to Derby.
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Connectivity

Proposed Actions:

• Develop and deliver projects from Cheadle 
transport package by working with public and 
private sector partners.

• Work in partnership with Highways England and 
SCC to deliver access infrastructure to bring 
forward Blythe Vale site.

• Develop a joint masterplan for Blyther Vale site 
to include enhancement and long term vision 
for the east‐west route and specifically Blythe 
Bridge station and seeking support for this 
through the Constellation Partnership and 
Midlands Engine.

• Support as required to the Churnet Valley 
Railway as they seek to connect additional 
lengths of the heritage tourist line. 

• Work with public, private and voluntary sector 
to enhance sustainable transport network of 
pedestrian and cycle paths, canal towpaths and 
other green infrastructure corridors with a view 
to connect key visitor destinations as well as 
residential and employment areas.

• Work with Superfast Staffordshire and 
commercial sector to ensure s106 requirements 
for digital infrastructure all new build business 
& housing allocation developments 

• Consider business case for travel subsidy for 
vocational skills/apprenticeships 16‐24 year 
group (including wheels to work initiatives) or  
sustainable transport network to key business 
clusters.
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Delivery Mechanism
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Our Priorities
In addition to supporting the District Council in  delivering the actions identified in this 
document, SCC will lead on the following actions:

Overall: 
• Review all council owned/ public sector owned assets and consider development 

opportunities where appropriate.
• Prepare an Investment and Acquisitions Strategy for the District.

Housing Delivery:
• Deliver the Accelerated Housing Delivery Programme as approved by the SMDC 

Cabinet in April 2018.

Business Employment Growth and Skills
• Deliver the Accelerating Business Growth programme as approved by the SMDC 

Cabinet in September 2016.

Visitor Economy and Town Centres:
• Prepare masterplan for Cheadle Town Centre and Leek Mill Quarter
• Support the development of bed spaces across the District
• Undertake an economic impact assessment to understand the impact of this sector 

on the wider economy and identify area of intervention by public sector.

Connectivity: 
• Develop and deliver projects from Cheadle transport package by working with public 

and private sector partners.
• Reinstate Churnet Valley Railway including extension to Moneystone Park and Leek 

town centre with linkages to path/cycle trails.
• Work in partnership with Highways England and SCC to deliver access infrastructure 

to bring forward Blythe Vale site.

Health and Well‐being: 
• Support the delivery of the Strategic Transformation Plan (STP) for Leek and Cheadle 

to develop health and other services that are fit for the future.
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Key areas of intervention:
• Housing Delivery
• Business,  Employment and Skills Growth
• Visitor Economy & Town Centre Regeneration
• Health
• Connectivity

Interdependencies:
• Staffordshire Moorlands Local Plan and Corporate Plan
• SCC Strategic Plan
• Stoke & Staffordshire Local Enterprise Partnership’s Strategic Economic Plan
• Constellations Partnership Growth Strategy
• Midlands Engine Strategy
• Destination Staffordshire Tourism strategy, SMDC visitor economy strategy
• Health & Wellbeing Board , Strategy
• Playing pitch and built facilities strategy, SMDC
• Green Infrastructure Strategy

Funding opportunities
To ensure that the growth strategy is delivered external funding opportunities will be explored as including developer 
contributions and national options.

Partners
The initial growth strategy will be between SCC and SMDC but other partners including Your Housing, Leek and Buxton 
College will be invited to be part of emerging approach?

Governance structure
It is proposed that a formal Governance arrangement is required with both SCC and SMDC reporting progress through their 
existing arrangements.  
A joint oversight Board will include the Leaders of both SCC and SMDC and their Chief Executives and  officer support who 
will monitor delivery of the Growth Strategy and take action as required.
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Key stakeholders include :

• Staffordshire County Council
• Constellations Partnership
• Stoke on Trent and Staffordshire LEP
• Staffordshire Chambers of Commerce
• Town and parish councils
• Totally Locally 
• Churnet Valley Living Landscapes Partnership
• Peak District National Park Authority 
• Destination Staffordshire
• Buxton & Leek College (University of Derby)
• Business Peak District
• Stoke & Staffordshire Growth Hub
• Make It Stoke and Staffordshire
• HCA, RPs, house builders
• Site owners + developers
• Civic society, other active community organisations
• Historic England
• Environment Agency
• Support Staffordshire
• Others?

Key stakeholders:

24
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Dai Larner
Executive Director of Place
Staffordshire Moorlands District Council
Dai.larner@staffsmoorlands.gov.uk

Darryl Eyres
Director of Regeneration
Staffordshire County Council
darryl.eyers@staffordshire.gov.uk
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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report to Service Delivery Overview & Scrutiny Panel

23 May 2018

1.        Reason for the Report: To inform the Panel of the proposals in the draft 
National Planning Policy Framework which was recently subject to 
consultation. 

2. Recommendation

2.1 That the Panel note the proposals in the draft National Planning Policy 
Framework and that the Council engages with the Local Government 
Association (Option 1 in Section 5).

2.2 That Members note the implications for the Local Plan Submission Version. 

3. Executive Summary

3.1 The Government has consulted on a revised draft of the National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPPF) and supporting guidance. The closing date was 
10th May 2018. The consultation built on previous documents issued by 
Government, including the Housing White Paper. The revised NPPF seeks to 
facilitate further housing growth, protect the green belt, streamline developer 
contributions and reflect changes since the introduction of the original NPPF 
in 2012, such as Written Ministerial Statements and case law. 

3.2 Much of the draft document can be welcomed. However, there are concerns 
regarding the proposed approach to developer contributions which may have 
a negative impact on the ability to maximise affordable housing contributions 
on viable sites. Other concerns include the implications of the proposed 

TITLE: National Planning Policy Framework 
Consultation 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: Councillor Edwin Wain - Planning, 
Development and Property

CONTACT OFFICER: Pranali Parikh – Regeneration Manager

WARDS INVOLVED: All areas 
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Housing Delivery Test and the standard methodology for assessing Local 
Housing Needs. Similar concerns were raised in the Local Government 
Association’s response to the consultation.

3.3 Once the NPPF is finalised later this Summer, it will be a material 
consideration to planning applications. In terms of the implications for the 
emerging Local Plan, the draft NPPF states that the current NPPF will apply 
for the purposes for examining plans that have been submitted within six 
months of the publication of the updated NPPF. In these cases, the 
examination will take no account of the new NPPF. Accordingly, if the Council 
submits the Local Plan in June 2018 in line with the agreed timetable, it will be 
examined under the current NPPF. 

3.4 If the Local Plan is withdrawn or otherwise does not proceed to adoption 
following publication of the new NPPF, the policies of the new NPPF would apply.  
Any future review of the Local Plan would also be taken forward in accordance 
with the new national policies. 

4.        How this report links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1 The National Planning Policy Framework will have implications for the 
following Corporate Priorities by influencing future decisions regarding 
planning applications and any updates to the Local Plan: 

• Aim One - Help create a safer and healthier environment for our 
residents to live and work;

• Aim Three – To create a strong economy by supporting further 
regeneration of towns and villages;

• Aim Four - Protect and improve the environment.

5.       Options and Analysis.

5.1 Option 1 (recommended) – that the Council continues to engage with the 
Local Government Association regarding the proposals. This is recommended 
as it is considered that working with partners will provide the Council with 
more influence.

5.2 Option 2 (not recommended) – that the Council does not engage with partners 
over the proposals. This is not recommended as it would provide the Council 
with less or no influence over national policy.

6. Implications

6.1 Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)

No implications.
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6.2 Workforce

None direct.

6.3 Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment

The report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's 
Diversity and Equality Policies.

6.4 Financial Considerations

The potential for the proposed Housing Delivery Test to influence 
future New Homes Bonus payments could have financial 
implications for the Council. This will be subject to separate 
consultation at a later date. As such, the implications at this stage 
are unclear. 

6.5 Legal

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 
and section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
dictates that applications for planning permission should be 
determined in accordance with the development plan, unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. Once adopted, the new 
NPPF will become a material consideration to planning 
applications. 

6.6 Sustainability

The draft NPPF still requires Local Plans to be supported by a 
Sustainability Appraisal.

6.7 Internal and External Consultation

The draft National Planning Policy Framework has been published 
for public consultation until 10th May 2018. It is proposed that the 
Council engages with the Local Government Association to 
prepare a joint response to Government. 

6.8 Risk Assessment

If the Council does not engage with the consultation, there will be 
an increased risk that the revised NPPF has a negative impact on 
the District. If the Council does not engage with the Local 
Government Association to respond, there is an increased risk that 
the District Council’s response will carry less weight. These risks 
are minimised, but not eliminated, through Option 1 in Section 5 to 
this report. 
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7.         Background and Detail 

7.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s 
policies in respect of planning and how they should be applied. It provides 
the framework for the preparation of Local Plans and other planning 
documents such as Neighbourhood Plans. The NPPF is also a material 
consideration for planning applications. The current NPPF was established 
in 2012 and has been subject to review by Government. A revised draft has 
now been issued for consultation which builds on initial proposals published 
by Government in previous years. The proposals reflect consultation 
feedback gathered to date, Written Ministerial Statements issued since the 
publication of the NPPF in 2012 and the effect of case law on the 
interpretation of the current NPPF.

7.2 Alongside the draft NPPF are proposals for updates to the National Planning 
Practice Guidance (NPPG) which supplements the NPPF. Further proposals 
for reforming developer contributions (S106 agreements) are also expected 
to be brought forward through regulations. 

7.3 The overarching premise of the draft NPPF is to facilitate the Government’s 
drive to increase house building across England with a view to delivering 
300,000 net additional homes per year. However, there remains a strong 
commitment to protect the Green Belt. In this context, a summary of the key 
proposals is provided below. A link to the Government’s own overview of the 
proposals and detailed wording of the draft NPPF is provided at the end of 
this report.

Housing requirements and supply

 A new standard methodology for determining local housing needs is proposed 
to determine the minimum number of homes to be provided for in Local Plans. 
Any needs that cannot be met within neighbouring areas should also be taken 
into account. The methodology should apply unless there are exceptional 
circumstances that justify an alternative approach which also reflects current 
and future demographic trends and market signals. The assessment of Local 
Housing Need will be informed by the latest household projections over a ten 
year period published by the Government with an adjustment to reflect local 
affordability of housing. This is determined by considering the ratio of local 
average income to local average house prices applying data published by the 
Office for National Statistics. Provisions for caps to the Local Housing Need 
are also set out in recognition of the fact that in some parts of the country, the 
new methodology will result in an increase in housing requirements. Based on 
data currently available, the Local Housing Need figure in Staffordshire 
Moorlands would be lower than the current Local Plan Submission Version 
requirement (320 homes per year) and objectively assessed need for housing 
(330 homes per year). However, it is important to note that the current figures 
include an uplift to support economic growth and affordable housing provision 
which does not form part of the standard methodology. The new method also 
only determines the minimum number of homes to be provided. New 
household projections and affordability ratio data is due to be published later 
this year. This data will confirm the implications of the new methodology when 
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it is in place. An extract from the draft NPPG is provided at Appendix 1 to this 
report which sets out the methodology in more detail. The greater certainty 
regarding the minimum number of homes to be provided under the standard 
methodology is supported. However, it is considered that development 
requirements for Local Plans will still prove to be contentious. In order to 
provide further clarity for areas seeking to provide more homes than the 
minimum number required, it is considered that the NPPG should provide 
further guidance and support for this. This would apply in areas such as 
Staffordshire Moorlands with a high need for affordable housing and where 
economic growth would also be facilitated through additional housing. 

 Local plans should provide for objectively assessed needs for development, 
including unmet need from neighbouring areas, unless particular policies 
provide "a strong reason for restricting the overall scale” of development. The 
balancing exercise to justify not meeting needs in full whereby any adverse 
impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the 
benefits remains. This proposal formalises what in effect has already been 
good practice as local authorities have sought to address unmet housing 
needs through the Duty to Co-operate. The Council has already engaged with 
relevant neighbours on this basis and has been unable to address the small 
housing shortfall of 190 homes in the plan. 

 Policies providing a specific reason for restricting development are set out in a 
defined list rather than as examples as in the present NPPF. They include 
green belt, land “within” national parks, local green spaces and Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest. This clarity is supported. However, recognition of 
the constraints placed on local authorities that adjoin or are partially within a 
national park should also be acknowledged given their statutory duty to have 
regard to the purposes of national parks as specified in the Environment Act 
1995, namely;

(i) to conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage 
of the national parks; and

(ii) to promote opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the 
special qualities [of the parks] by the public.

 As with the current NPPF, the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development would be triggered where a council cannot demonstrate a five-
year housing supply. In areas with recent1 Neighbourhood Plans that plan for 
housing, the NPPF states that it is unlikely that the benefits of the 
development would outweigh the harm provided that there is a three year 
supply of housing and its housing delivery was at least 45% of that required 
over the previous three years. This carries forward the existing extra 
protection for areas with Neighbourhood Plans as set out in the 2016 Written 
Ministerial Statement. This reflects the current approach. 

 The presumption in favour of sustainable development may also apply where 
a new housing delivery test indicates that delivery of housing has been 

1 Recent being defined as passed at referendum two years or less before the date on which the 
decision is made
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substantially below the housing requirement over the previous three years. 
The Secretary of State will publish the Housing Delivery Test result for each local 
planning authority in England every November. The full implications of the 
Housing Delivery Test results are proposed to be:

o The publication of an action plan if housing delivery falls below 95%. 
The action plan would set out how the local authority intends to 
increase delivery;

o A 20% buffer on a local planning authority’s five-year land supply if 
housing delivery falls below 85%; and

o The presumption in favour of sustainable development if housing 
delivery falls below 75%, once proposed transitional arrangements 
have ended.

The transitional arrangements for the Housing Delivery Test are:

o From the day following the publication of the 2018 Housing Delivery 
Test result, the presumption will apply if housing delivery falls below 
25%;

o From the day following the publication of the 2019 Housing Delivery 
Test result, the presumption will apply if housing delivery falls below 
45%;

o From the day following the publication of the 2020 Housing Delivery 
Test result, the presumption will apply if housing delivery falls below 
75% (the final threshold).

The supporting documentation to the draft NPPF suggests that in future, the 
Housing Delivery Test may also be used in determining New Homes Bonus 
payments. This would be subject to further separate consultation before proposed 
implementation in 2019-20. Whilst the need to encourage local authorities to 
facilitate housing delivery is acknowledged, it is of concern that the proposed 
housing delivery test will potentially undermine Local Plans and the “plan-led 
system” if the presumption in favour of sustainable development is applied when 
delivery falls below 75%. In many instances, delivery can be almost entirely in the 
hands of private developers with the Council having little opportunity to directly 
accelerate the implementation of sites with permission. It is also considered that 
the Housing Delivery Test may act as a dis-incentive to local authorities who may 
otherwise wish to plan for more homes than the minimum requirement 
established by the standard methodology due to the extra risk of failing the 
delivery test and having less influence over future applications.  These risks were 
considered in the report to Council Assembly regarding the publication of the 
Local Plan on 13th February 2018. 

 In order to allow authorities to incentivise timely delivery of development, the 
NPPF allows authorities to consider imposing a planning condition to bring 
forward development within two years, except where a shorter timescale 
could hinder the viability or deliverability of a scheme. It also encourages local 
planning authorities to consider why major sites have not been built out when 
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considering subsequent planning applications. These measures are to be 
welcomed. 

 Councils would be able to demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable sites 
through a recently adopted local plan2 or an annual position statement. The 
draft includes a mechanism allowing the five-year land supply position to be 
agreed for a one-year period, subject to a ten per cent buffer "to account for 
any fluctuations in the market during that year". This would involve 
engagement with developers and others who have an impact on delivery and 
then consideration by the Secretary of State. The annual position statement 
must also incorporate changes recommended by the Secretary of State if 
agreement cannot be reached between the parties regarding specific sites 
during the engagement process. The principle of this approach is supported 
as it would reduce the frequency with which the housing land supply is 
contested at planning appeals. 

Local Plans

 The “tests of soundness” that Local Plans are considered against at 
examination are proposed to be amended. Plans will need to show that they 
propose "an appropriate strategy", compared with the current requirement for 
them to constitute "the most appropriate strategy" for the area. In order for 
Local Plans to pass the test of being “positively prepared”, the draft NPPF 
states that plans should “meet as much as possible” development needs. This 
appears to be a softening of these two tests which should be less onerous for 
local authorities to pass at examination. In order for plans to be considered 
“effective”, they will in future need to be evidenced by statements of common 
ground which establish strategic matters of co-operation between the Council 
and other bodies. This Council is in the process of preparing Statements of 
Common Ground with authorities including; the Peak District National Park 
Authority, Stoke-on-Trent City Council, Newcastle-under-Lyme Borough 
Council and Stafford Borough Council. These proposals can be supported.

 There is a new requirement for authorities to review Local Plan policies every 
five years following the date of adoption, with updates, if necessary, to reflect 
changing circumstances. This may include changes to the Local Housing 
Need. The NPPF update merely reflects Regulation 10A of The Town and 
Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 (as amended) 
which introduced the plan review requirement on 6th April 2018. 

 The test for Green Belt release to be proposed in Local Plans only in 
“exceptional circumstances” is carried forward from the existing NPPF. 
However, further clarification is given on how this must be demonstrated.  
Planning authorities must fully examine "all other reasonable options" for 
meeting their identified development needs before releasing green belt by; 
making as much use as possible of suitable brownfield sites and underutilised 

2 A plan adopted between 1 May and 31 October will be considered ‘recently adopted’ until 31 
October of the following year; and a plan adopted between 1 November and 30 April will be 
considered recently adopted until 31 October that year
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land, optimising densities in town centres and other locations well served by 
public transport" and considering the scope for development to be 
accommodated in neighbouring authorities. Councils are also advised to set 
out ways in which the impact of removing land from the green belt can be 
offset through compensatory improvements to the environmental quality and 
accessibility of remaining green belt land. The clarification of the approach 
required to support green belt release is welcomed. 

 Local plans should set out a housing requirement figure for designated 
neighbourhood areas and this should not need retesting at neighbourhood 
plan examinations. The Local Plan Submission Version already sets out 
neighbourhood area requirements for each of the designated neighbourhood 
areas at the time of publication. This requirement can be supported. 

 Where policy requirements have been tested for viability at the plan-making 
stage, such issues should not usually need to be visited again at the planning 
application stage. The proposed new policy expects all viability assessments 
to reflect a recommended approach to be set in revised national planning 
guidance and says all viability assessments should be made publicly 
available. The guidance says plans can set out when and how review 
mechanisms may be used to amend developer contributions to help account 
for significant changes in costs and values, and how any significant increase 
in overall value should be apportioned between the local authority and the 
developer. This is intended to make the process more streamlined and 
transparent. The principle of this approach is supported. However, it is 
considered that removing the flexibility for negotiating S106 agreements could 
have unintended consequences. Some schemes could be rendered unviable 
unless the policy requirements are set at such a low level that they are viable 
in the vast majority of cases. Setting requirements at such a level will 
inevitably result in lower levels of contributions towards planning gain, 
including affordable housing, from the more viable sites in the District with the 
potential to support further contributions. 

 The consultation document that accompanies the draft NPPF states that the 
Government is "open to views" over its proposals to require councils to ensure 
that one-fifth of their housing supply pipeline in Local Plans is made up of 
small sites of under half a hectare. This approach is considered to be arbitrary 
and may lead to lengthy Local Plan examinations with discussion around 
many more sites than previously which, individually, offer little in terms of 
housing land supply. A more pragmatic approach would be for windfall 
allowances to count towards the boost to the supply of small sites. 

 There is a clear requirement for policies for addressing the housing 
requirements of groups with particular needs. In addition to the elderly and 
disabled, students and travellers have been added to the list, as have people 
who rent their homes. This can be supported. 

Developer contributions

 In a separate consultation, the government proposes that it may in the future 
consider setting developer contributions nationally and making them "non-
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negotiable. As stated above, this proposal may have unintended and 
unhelpful consequences that should be avoided. 

Timescales and implications

7.4 The consultation closed on 10 May 2018. The final NPPF is expected to be 
issued later this Summer. Annex 1 to the draft NPPF sets out the transitional 
arrangements for the implementation of the new NPPF once it is published. 

7.5 Once the NPPF is finalised later this Summer, it will be a material 
consideration to planning applications. In terms of the implications for the 
emerging Local Plan, the draft NPPF states that the current NPPF will apply 
for the purposes for examining plans that have been submitted within six 
months of the publication of the updated NPPF. In these cases, the 
examination will take no account of the new NPPF. Accordingly, if the Council 
submits the Local Plan in June 2018 in line with the agreed timetable, it will be 
examined under the current NPPF. 

7.6 If the Local Plan is withdrawn or otherwise does not proceed to adoption 
following publication of the new NPPF, the policies of the new NPPF would apply.  
Any future review of the Local Plan would also be taken forward in accordance 
with the new national policies. 

7.7 The Housing Delivery Test will be introduced in line with the transitional 
arrangements set out earlier in this report. This will provide the Council with an 
added incentive to ensure that the planned quantum of housing is delivered by 
taking a pro-active approach with developers and other partners. 

Dai Larner
Executive Director - Place

Web Links and
Background Papers

Location Contact details

Consultation - 
https://www.gov.uk/government/con
sultations/draft-revised-national-
planning-policy-framework

LGA consultation response - 

https://www.local.gov.uk/parliament
/briefings-and-responses/lga-
response-mhclg-consultation-draft-
revised-text-national

Moorlands House Mark James (Senior 
Regeneration Officer -
Planning Policy) 
mark.james@staffsmoorla
nds.gov.uk. Ext. 3643.
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APPENDIX 1 – Extract from the draft NPPG – standard methodology for 
assessing minimum Local Housing Needs

STEP 1 - SETTING THE BASELINE 
National Household projections, for the area of the local authority, provide the starting 
point. 

The household projections are produced by applying projected household representative 
rates to the population projections published by the Office for National Statistics. 
Projected household representative rates are based on trends observed in Census and 
Labour Force Survey data. 

The household projections are trend based, meaning that they provide the household 
levels and structures that would result if the assumptions based on previous 
demographic trends in the population and rates of household formation were to be 
realised in practice. They do not attempt to predict the impact that future government 
policies, changing economic circumstances or other factors might have on demographic 
behaviour. 

The most recent official projections need to be used to calculate the average annual 
household growth over a 10 year period. 

STEP 2 - AN ADJUSTMENT TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF MARKET SIGNALS 

An important consideration in assessing an appropriate level of housing is the 
affordability of homes, which means that projected household growth needs to be 
adjusted to take account of market signals. 

Median affordability ratios, published by the Office for National Statistics at a local 
authority level, should be used for adjusting household projections. The affordability 
ratios compare the median house prices to median workplace earnings. Plan-making 
authorities should use the most recent year for which data is available. 

Each 1% increase in the ratio of house prices to earnings above 4 results in a quarter of 
a per cent increase in need above projected household growth. The precise formula is 
as follows: 

The local housing need figure is therefore as follows: 

Local housing need = (1+adjustment factor) x projected household growth 

So, for example, an area with a projected household growth of 132 a year would have 
an annual need of: 
• 132 if average house prices were 4 times local average earnings 
• 165 if average houses prices were 8 times local average earnings 
• 198 if average house prices were 12 times local average earnings 
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STEP 3 - CAPPING THE LEVEL OF ANY INCREASE 

The market adjustment could lead to a significant increase in the local housing need in 
some parts of the country. To help ensure the method is deliverable, a cap on the local 
housing need may be applied. The appropriate cap will depend on the current status of 
the plan in each authority as follows: 

a. for those authorities that have reviewed their plan (including a review of local housing 
need) or adopted their plan in the last five years, a cap may be applied to their new 
annual local housing need figure at 40% above the average annual requirement figure 
currently set out in their plan; or 

b. for those authorities that have not reviewed their plan (including a review of local 
housing need) or adopted their plan in the last five years, a cap may be applied to their 
new annual local housing need figure at 40% above whichever is higher of the projected 
household growth for their area over the 10 years (using Office for National Statistics’ 
household projections), or the annual housing requirement figure set out in their most 
recent plan if one exists. 
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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report to the Service Delivery Overview and Scrutiny Panel

23 May 2018

Appendices Attached:
Appendix A – Summary of Governance Arrangements
Appendix B – Service Specification & Service Delivery requirements - Waste
Appendix C – Service Specification Schedule - Fleet 
Appendix D – Schedule 2 Performance Indicators

1. Reason for the Report

1.1 The purpose of this report is for the Panel to consider the service 
specification, service delivery and performance framework for the services to 
be transferred to Alliance Environmental Service (AES) in the second phase, 
ensuring that future service delivery meets the requirements of the Council.

2. Recommendations

2.1 That the Panel:

 Support the development of the new operating arrangements; and 
 Recommend that the Cabinet approve the service specifications and 

service delivery requirements as detailed in Appendices B, C and D.

3. Executive Summary

3.1 In June 2017 Cabinet approved a report approving the establishment of the 
joint venture company for the delivery of Waste Collection, Street Cleansing, 
Grounds Maintenance & Fleet Management Services.  This confirmed the 
governance arrangements to allow Alliance Environmental Services (AES) to 
be fully established.

TITLE: Alliance Environmental Services (AES) – Phase 
2 – Transfer of Services – Fleet Management & 
Waste Collection

EXECUTIVE COUNCILLOR: Cllr Arthur Forrester – Portfolio Holder for the 
Environment

CONTACT OFFICER: Andrew Stokes – Executive Director 
(Transformation) & Chief Finance Officer

WARDS INVOLVED: Non-Specific
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3.2 In April 2018 Cabinet approved a report that set out the proposed transfer of 
services to be included in phase 2. The second phase includes the following 
service functions:

Staffordshire Moorlands
 Waste collection (including communications & promotion);
 Fleet management.

High Peak
 Waste communications & promotion;
 Fleet management.  

3.3 Cabinet approved the principle of the transfer of these functions and 
requested the Service Delivery Overview & Scrutiny Panel to scrutinise the 
detailed operational arrangements prior to final approval by the Cabinet in 
June. The Resources Overview & Scrutiny Panel has been requested to 
scrutinise the financial arrangements.

3.4 This report requests that the Panel consider the service specification, service 
delivery and performance framework for the services to be transferred in the 
second phase.

4. How this report links with Corporate Priorities

4.1 One of the four aims of the Council’s Corporate Plan is “to protect and 
improve the environment”. This includes an objective to deliver effective 
recycling and waste management. The successful delivery of this objective 
will be underpinned by the development of the new operating arrangements 
as outlined in this report.

5. Evaluation of Options

5.1 There are no options to consider.

6. Implications

6.1 Community Safety - (Crime and Disorder Act 1998)
None.

6.2 Workforce
No direct implications.

6.3 Equality and Diversity/Equality Impact Assessment
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Council's Equality and 
Diversity policies.

6.4
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6.4 Financial Considerations
The financial savings plan for AES provides for £1.2 million of on-going 
revenue savings. 

6.5 Legal
The schedules that are presented in this report are part of the Service 
Operating Agreement that sets out the services provided by AES to the 
Council.  
 

16.6 Sustainability
None.

6.7 External Consultation
Not applicable.

6.8  Risk Assessment
Not applicable.

ANDREW P STOKES
Executive Director (Transformation) & Chief Finance Officer

Background Papers Location Contact details

Nicola Kemp – Operational Manager 
(Contract Management)
Tel: 01538 395400 EXT. 4426  
Email: 
nicola.kemp@staffsmoorlands.gov.uk
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7 Background and Introduction

7.1 In June 2017 Cabinet approved a report with regards to the implementation of 
the joint venture company for the delivery of Waste Collection, Street 
Cleansing, Grounds Maintenance & Fleet Management Services.  This 
confirmed the governance arrangements to allow Alliance Environmental 
Services (AES) to be fully established.

7.2  The governance structure of the company was developed following scrutiny 
conducted by a joint working group of members from both High Peak Borough 
Council and Staffordshire Moorlands District Council. The working group 
considered areas of best practice including undertaking a number of site 
visits. The working group also produced a report setting out their findings and 
recommendations in respect of improving/maintaining recycling performance.

7.3 In August 2017 the first phase of the transfer of services from the Councils to 
AES was agreed. This related to the HPBC waste collection service which 
was priority due to their existing external contract with Veolia coming to an 
end.      

7.4 In April 2018 Cabinet approved a report that set out the proposed transfer of 
services to be included in phase 2. The second phase includes the following 
service functions:

Staffordshire Moorlands
 Waste collection (including communications & promotion);
 Fleet management.

High Peak
 Waste communications & promotion;
 Fleet management.  

7.5 Cabinet approved the principle of the transfer of these functions and 
requested the Service Delivery Overview & Scrutiny Panel to scrutinise the 
detailed operational arrangements prior to final approval by the Cabinet in 
June. The Resources Overview & Scrutiny Panel has been requested to 
scrutinise the financial arrangements.

7.6 The purpose of this report is for the Panel to consider the service 
specification, service delivery and performance framework for the services to 
be transferred in the second phase.

8 Governance Arrangements

8.1 AES is a subsidiary undertaking of ANSA (wholly owned by Cheshire East 
Council) which is partly owned by the two Councils. Each partner in the new 
company entered into a Shareholders Agreement, which set out the 
governance arrangements for the new company. The Shareholders 
Agreement contains reserved matters, i.e. major decisions regarding the 
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business, which may not be made without the consent of all parties within it, 
this provides the ability for the Councils to maintain control of the company. 
There is a Shareholder Board, made up of one member of each of the 
Councils (Executive members of the Councils with the finance portfolio / 
responsibilities) and one ANSA board member.

8.2 The agreement provides for the Councils to appoint 2 directors to the Board of 
Directors (currently the Chief Executive and the Executive Director & Chief 
Finance Officer) and protects the Councils’ rights in respect of those 
meetings.

8.3 The primary document governing the arrangements between both councils 
and the new company is the Services Operating Agreement and contains the 
following provisions:

 The main legal terms and conditions;
 An outcome based specification setting out the works to be commissioned;
 A method statement detailing how the specification will be met;
 Details of how the services will be paid for;
 KPIs;
 Change protocol;
 Benchmarking;
 Schedules dealing with associated provisions around matters such as 

TUPE, pensions and termination of the agreement; and
 Any lease(s) of premises.

8.4 There are two separate contracts specifically for HPBC and SMDC, in 
substantially the same form save for any authority specific service variation as 
required.

8.5 In relation to the services that are provided by the company to the Councils, 
there are schedules to the Services Operating Agreement which detail how 
the services are to be provided.  

8.6 For the waste collection service there are two schedules: 

 Service Specification (Schedule 1 Part 1) – which details the service 
objectives and scope of the services to be delivered; and

 Service Delivery Requirements (Schedule 1 Part 2) - which details the 
policies and operational practices. 

8.7 For Fleet Management a Service Specification Schedule 1 Part 1 has been 
created which details the services required by this Authority.

8.8 Copies of these schedules for the phase two transfer of services (Waste 
Collection and Fleet Management) are attached at Appendices B & C.  
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8.8 The key performance indicators as to the standard of provision of these 
services will be as follows:

Waste Collection
 kg of residual waste collected per household;
 % of household waste reused;
 % of household waste recycled; 
 % of household waste composted;
 Number of reported missed bins per 100,000 collections (definition 

provided at Schedule 2 Service Delivery Proposals);
 Customer satisfaction with provided waste and recycling services;
 Number of complaints received and satisfactorily resolved;
 % of waste containers requested and delivered within ten working days.

  
Fleet Management
 Vehicle availability per calendar month (Authority core fleet);
 Operator Compliance Risk score or Traffic Commissioner interventions

(Authority & Contractor until the Authority relinquishes its O licence);
 No. of MOT failures or missed services/inspections per calendar month 

(Authority & Contractor core fleet);
 Average speed of response to roadside breakdowns and/or recovery per 

calendar month (Authority fleet only);
 Health & Safety: Workshop management – no of RIDDOR reportable 

accidents, accidents and near misses per quarter.

8.9 The 2017-18 outturns and 2018-19 targets for all of the KPI’s listed at 8.8 are 
provided at Appendix D. 
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APPENDIX A

Summary of Governance Arrangements
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APPENDIX B

Schedule 1 – Services 

Part 1 - Services Specification - SMDC waste and recycling services

1. Background

1.1 This document aims to clarify the arrangements made by the Authority with 
the Contractor to collect, transfer, receive and transport all Municipal Waste 
arising in the District of the Staffordshire Moorlands, to involve the collection 
of Municipal Waste for both recycling or composting, treatment and disposal.

1.2 The Contractor shall deliver a flexible system capable of responding to usage, 
technical, regulatory and economic developments as they develop within the 
waste or fleet management industry whilst ensuring that the services best 
meet the Authority’s objectives within the overall constraints of providing 
affordability and value for money.

1.3 The Authority as a Waste Collection Authority (WCA) has a statutory duty 
under the EPA to make arrangements for the collection of Municipal Waste 
and as a result is entering into this Contract to fulfil the statutory duties of the 
Authority.

2. Objectives

2.1 The fundamental objective of this arrangement is to provide an efficient waste 
collection service capable of collecting and transferring Municipal Waste in an 
environmentally and economically sustainable manner.  

2.2 The Contract has the following key objectives in relation to the management 
of waste from the Staffordshire Moorlands District Council area:

i. Statutory Duties: To carry out the statutory duties of the Authority with 
least impact on the environment and the community;

ii. Sustainability: To protect and improve the environment and prevent 
pollution, including measures for the efficient use of fuel and energy, 
use of clean technologies and the achievement of sustainable 
development;

iii. Deliver the Waste Strategy: To meet the Authority’s commitments in 
the Staffordshire  Joint  Municipal Waste Management Strategy 
(JMWMS) and as required by UK or European law as applies at the 
time;
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iv. Value for money: Have regard to value for money principles and 
affordability within the Authority’s budgetary resources with the aim of 
reducing the cost of waste collection per household for the Authority;

v. Continuity: Achieve a seamless transition from the current service 
provision;

vi. Resource Management: conserve energy and raw materials, to 
consider the waste hierarchy when  managing  waste streams;

vii. Partnering: Support, facilitate and enable partnering between the 
Contractor and the Authority to facilitate continuous improvement of the 
Service for the residents of the Staffordshire Moorlands.

3. Services to be delivered

3.1 No constraints are placed on the Contractor as to the operational methods 
used for the performance of the Contract, save that they comply with the 
requirements set out in this document, and the National Waste Hierarchy and 
as per direction by the WDA and within the affordability constraints of the 
Authority.  

3.2 The Contractor shall satisfy the Authority that sufficient flexibility is 
incorporated into the design of the waste collection service to accommodate 
future improvements which may be required as a result of changes in 
legislation at the most economically advantageous terms to the Authority.

3.3 The Contractor will be responsible for the arrangement of the following 
services; 

1) Collection of Dry Recyclable Materials (plastics, paper/card, aluminium, 
steel, glass, textiles) from domestic properties,

2) Collection of Organic Waste (food and garden waste) from domestic 
properties,

3) Collection of residual Municipal Waste from domestic properties,
4) Delivery of all waste streams to the nominated Delivery Points,
5) Arrangement of haulage of Dry Recyclable Materials from the Delivery 

Point, 
6) Arrangement of the processing of Dry Recyclable Materials, ensuring 

that any Comingled Material is analysed in compliance with the 
requirements of the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) 
(Amendment) Regulations 2014 and that the reprocessing of the 
material produces high quality recyclate and is in compliance with the 
revised EU Waste Framework Directive,

7) Arrangement of haulage of Organic Waste from the Delivery Point, 
8) Arrangement of the processing of Organic waste, to produce 

compost in accordance compliant with the then current edition of 
British Standards Institution’s Publicly Available Specification for 
Composted Materials (BSI PAS 100). 
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9) Collection of Bulky Waste and large Waste Electronic Electrical 
Equipment (WEEE) from domestic properties, 

10) Collection of Commercial Waste and Recycling Materials (to include 
household waste for which collection and or disposal charges apply) 
ensuring a high standard of service is delivered to encourage improved 
commercial effectiveness and an increasing Customer base. The 
collected materials will include (plastics, paper/card, aluminium, steel, 
glass and food and garden waste),

11) Collection of Pail Closets from domestic households not linked to a 
sewerage system or a septic tank,

12) Monitoring, collation and recording of all waste tonnage data, including; 
collected tonnages, destination of waste or recyclables for treatment, 
performance reports, alongside reports of breaches of Authority policy 
i.e. presentation of side waste, lids up upon collection, Contamination 
reports, bins not returned following collection and wider breaches and 
resolutions of the EPA 1990,

13) Procurement and delivery of waste and recycling Containers  to 
domestic and commercial  premises upon request,

14) Undertaking Waste minimisation, reuse and recycling initiatives to 
reduce contamination, promote public awareness, education and 
involvement in the management of waste. 

15) Production and distribution of all promotional literature and/or 
communications to business premises, households or residents to 
ensure an awareness and understanding of all waste and recycling 
services available. 

16) Responding to all Customer  requests, enquiries, complaints, 
comments and compliments in regards to the waste collection and 
recycling services in accordance with the Authority’s required response 
times, and ensuring a high quality service standard is delivered to 
Customers at all times aiming to produce high satisfaction outcomes for 
the service,

17) Record and maintain waste and recycling collection schedules/routes 
for all domestic properties requiring waste collections and the 
Commercial Waste Customers who opt to use the Contractor/Authority’s 
services. This routing information should be made available to the 
Authority in a format enabling it to be accessible via the Authority’s 
website for viewing by the Authority’s employees or residents of the 
Authority area,

18) Improving the delivered service in accordance with best practice 
guidance, to achieve ongoing financial efficiencies and value for money 
alongside the desire to increase the recycling performance of the 
Authority.  

19) The Contractor and its employees shall act in accordance with good 
Customer care principles, avoiding causing annoyance, nuisance or 
stress through act or omission.
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20)The Contractor shall be responsible for investigation, communication 
and enforcement activities with individuals or households relating to 
waste or waste related Environmental crimes. 

21)The Contractor shall provide written responses to planning application 
consultations which consider waste provision and access needs to 
facilitate waste collection services.

3.4 The Contractor shall maintain the existing waste collection methodology at the 
commencement of the service. Utilisation of the Change Protocol must be 
followed for any changes that the Contractor wishes to undertake in regards 
to the services detailed in section 3 of this document.

4. Health, Safety & Welfare

4.1 In providing the above services the Contractor and its employees shall:

1) adopt safe working practices as laid down in all current and future 
regulations, working rules, HSE guidance and legislation that apply to 
its activities, 

2) take full note of the Authority’s Corporate Health and Safety Policies as 
amended from time to time and cooperate with the Authority in fulfilling 
its Health &Safety obligations,

3) be responsible for the suitable and safe use of the Equipment used in 
the provision of the service. No Equipment shall be used which may be 
unsuitable, unsafe or liable to cause damage,

4) provide to its employees suitable uniforms, work wear, protective and 
reflective clothing so that they are easily visible and obvious. In 
addition suitable welfare facilities shall be accessible to all employees 
employed in delivering services as set out in this document,

5) be responsible for the health and safety monitoring arrangements for 
both his own staff and visitors to facilities used by the Contractor in the 
course of this Contract and sub-contractors, including the regular 
production of risk assessments.

5. Exclusions of service

5.1 For clarity, the Authority will remain responsible for the production of the 
following documents to support ongoing service delivery proposed changes to 
service delivery or wider statutory responsibilities. The Contractor will be 
required to support the Authority in regards to their production:

1) TEEP Assessments (as per the revised Waste Framework Directive 
requirements)

2) Committee reports 
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3) Equality Impact Assessments
4) WasteDataFlow returns (including fly capture)
5) Recycling credit claims to the WDA
6) Processing and payment of Commercial Waste disposal costs via the 

WDA
7) Production of a Waste Strategy or jointly produced Waste Strategy in 

accordance with other Authorities in Staffordshire.

5.2 In order that the Authority can produce the above documentation to meet its 
obligations, relevant data/information will need to be supplied by the 
Contractor to the Authority in a timely manner.

6. Waste Delivery Points

6.1 The Contractor shall ensure that all waste is transported to and accepted at 
those waste Delivery Points as specified or agreed by Staffordshire County 
Council.  

6.2 The locations and operating times of current Delivery Points are as follows;

 Hanford Incinerator (Residual Waste only) 
 Mon-Sun 6:00-22:00

 Fowlchurch Transfer Station  (recyclable, organic, Residual Waste – 
including commercial Waste)
 Mon-Fri 7:00-16:30 
 Saturday 8:00 to 12:00 (upon request only)

 Biddulph HWRC for bulky waste or large WEEE (collected via third party)
 Summer hours – Weds-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat & Sun 9am-5pm
 Winter hours – Weds-Sun 9am-4.30pm

 Leek HWRC for bulky waste or large WEEE (collected via third party)
 Summer hours – Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat & Sun 9am-5pm
 Winter hours – Mon-Sun 9am-5pm

 Cheadle HWRC for bulky waste or large WEEE (collected via third party)
 Summer hours – Mon, Tues & Fri 9am-6pm, Sat & Sun 9am-

5pm
 Winter hours – Mon, Tues, Fri, Sat & Sun 9am-5pm

6.3 It should be noted that there is currently an arrangement in place enabling the 
Authority or its Contractor to deliver and transfer Dry Recyclable Material or 
Organic Waste from the Fowlchurch Transfer Station with the WDA. This 
arrangement is not free of charge, costs of £0.26 per tonne are levied (at April 
2017) by the WDA on a quarterly basis and the price is reviewed annually. 
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7. Change protocol

7.1 The Contractor shall refer to the requirements as set out in Schedule 11 
Change Protocol when it wishes to propose any changes to:

i. waste collection methodology, 
ii. operating practices or 
iii. proposed changes to procedures and policies 
iv. proposed alterations to the location of waste Delivery Points. 

8. Data Provision

8.1 The Contractor is required to provide to the Authority information for the 
purposes of:

i. comparison of the Contractor’s performance against the Authority’s 
waste recycling and collection performance standards,

ii. verification of payment and operational data under this Contract,
iii. completion of statistical returns (i.e. CIPFA, DEFRA, WasteDataFlow),
iv. reporting Key Performance Indicators,
v. management information,
vi. information to enable responses to be provided to requests under the 

Freedom of Information Act, Environmental Information Regulations or 
the Data Protection Act.

8.2 The Contractor shall submit the following to the Authority in respect of the 
performance of its obligations under the Contract, as follows:

i. A Monthly Report – to be submitted to the Authority within twenty 
calendar days of the previous calendar month consisting of:

a.  A waste data report – provided electronically (Microsoft Excel or 
alternative format as agreed with the Authority) paper copies 
provided to the Authority upon request, 

i. Summaries of weighbridge data (all weighbridge tickets to 
be retained for two years for inspection by the Authority’s 
authorised representatives),

ii. Separate records of the tonnages of waste reused, 
recycled, composted and sent for disposal by the 
Contractor, 

iii. Details of the end destinations of all material collected by 
the Contractor for which they arrange treatment or 
disposal,

iv. Waste compositional analysis of all collected recyclable 
material collected comingled undertaken in compliance 
with the requirements of the Environmental Permitting 
(England and Wales) (Amendment) Regulations 2014 ,
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v. Separate records to enable the Authority to report its 
performance against the Government’s National 
Indicators and any corporate indicators,

b. A performance monitoring report as detailed in Schedule 2 part 
2 KPI’s

i. A Service Delivery Plan – is to be provided by the 
Contractor to the Authority as per Schedule 6 of the 
Outsourcing Agreement. This document should include 
an overview of annual summaries of overall waste 
arisings information (including that collected and treated),

ii. Any other information specifically requested by the 
Authority.

9. Additional or ad hoc support required by the Authority 

9.1 The Authority may require the Contractor or its employees, at times which 
maybe outside of normal core working hours, to provide support in regards to:

i. Elections  - The Contractor will be required to support the Returning 
Officer of the Authority enabling its employees to provide election 
duties to include but not limited to: staffing of Polling Stations or staffing 
of an electoral Count.

9.2 The Contractor will also be required to adhere to the Authority’s Safeguarding 
Policies and any future updates of this policy. In adhering to this policy the 
Contractor will be required to provide regular training to its employees in 
regards to the policy and its requirements and expectations relating to issues 
of concern and how to do make a report. The Contractor’s employees will 
therefore be required to report any potential safeguarding concerns to the 
Authority for dissemination and/or investigation by the appropriate Officer or 
external organisations.

10.  Assets

10.1 The Authority shall transfer the following assets to the Contractor free of 
charge :

 SMDC Exhibition vehicle and TV/DVD player
 All waste communications  material to include but not be limited to:

 leaflets, 
 stickers, 
 pull up banners,
 display boards.
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Part 2 – Service Delivery Requirements 

1. Waste and recycling services - Policies and operational practices

1.1 The following policies are currently in place and shall be followed by the 
Contractor in all instances unless prior agreement has been made by the 
Authority.

1.1a Collection Policies

i Collections of waste or recyclables shall not commence on site 
before 07.00 am unless otherwise agreed by the Authority. 

ii Bank and Public Holidays are normal Working Days in regards 
to waste collection services with the exception of Christmas Day, Boxing 
Day and New Year’s Day.

iii Waste Containers should be presented at the curtilage of a 
property where it meets the public highway by residents, collections of 
Containers should occur from this location although exceptions to this do 
already exist in more rural locations as a lane end policy is not in place 
district wide.

iv Waste Containers should be returned following collection to the 
point of collection in a neat and tidy manner, not obstructing the highway 
(pavement), in some instances historic agreements have been made 
with properties or Customers these should continue to be adhered to 
unless otherwise agreed.

v The Contractor should ensure that all areas/streets/property’s 
are left in the same condition as they were found, following any 
undertaken collection. Removal of any spillages caused by the 
Contractor in undertaking their duties is the responsibility of the 
Contractor to clear up.

vi A closed lid, no Side Waste policy is in operation in the district in 
regards to its refuse collection service, properties that do not comply with 
this requirement should be recorded by the Contractor and information 
made available to the Authority via an agreed format.

vii The Contractor will be required to provide an Assisted Collection 
to those properties that qualify for assistance in line with the Authority’s 
Assisted Collection Policy. 

viii An alternate weekly collection service is in operation in the 
district, meaning that all waste streams are collected on a fortnightly 
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basis. Generally collections of Dry Recyclable Materials and Organic 
Waste are collected one week, Residual Waste is collected the following 
week. Collections of Organic Waste are suspended for a fortnight 
covering the Christmas and New Year period every year.

1.1b Containers, Deliveries and removals

i The Contractor shall ensure appropriate stock levels of the standard 
waste Containers in use by domestic properties in the district are 
available at all times.

ii  The Container provision at properties in the Staffordshire Moorlands is 
as follows:

 Blue lidded 180l bin for the collection of Residual Waste, 240l bins 
will be available for properties that qualify for additional capacity in 
line with the Authority’s Larger bin Policy,

 Brown 240l bin for the collection of Organic Waste, 140l bins and 
360l should also be available. Additional bins can be purchased in 
line with the Authority’s Additional Brown Bin Policy

 Grey 240l bin for the collection of Dry Recyclable Materials, 360l 
bins will be available to encourage recycling for larger families,

 A reusable clear bag for the kerbside collection of paper,
 Properties can request a 5l kitchen caddy to encourage 

participation in the Organic Waste service,
 The following alternative Containers will be provided to a property 

where wheeled bins are not a suitable waste container:
o An annual supply of Blue refuse sacks – equating to a 

collection of four per fortnight or six per fortnight for 
households which meet the larger bin Policy criteria.

o A 55l black kerbside box  for the collection of recyclables, 
o An annual supply of 50 compostable paper bags for the 

collection of garden waste and a 25l caddy for the 
collection of food waste.

iii  The Contractor shall deliver a domestic waste or recycling Container 
upon request within ten Working Days to the property.

iv Removal of a Container at a domestic property upon request will occur 
within ten Working Days.

v. Collection staff are required to report any damage which occurs during 
the collection to a domestic Container to the household, as it is 
procedure to charge residents for a replacement bin to be issued upon 
request, unless damaged during collections under which circumstances 
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replacement is at the contractors cost. This policy applies to bins at a 
standard domestic dwelling or a communal property where Containers 
are shared.

vi. The Contractor will deliver a suite of Waste Containers (blue lidded 
bin, brown bin, grey bin and 5l kitchen caddy) to any new build domestic 
property free of charge in line with SMDC procedures. 

vi. The Contractor can choose to undertake repairs to Waste Containers 
where practical and to avoid provision of a replacement Container.

vii. All Containers supplied by the Contractor will be identifiable as from 
SMDC and where appropriate incorporate livery detailing what material 
should be collected within it i.e. Containers for use at communal 
properties.

1.1c Missed collections or uncollected Containers

i A “Missed Collection” is any waste Container not collected on its 
scheduled collection day due to a failure of the Contractor to undertake 
that collection. This failure may be as a result of; restricted access due to 
parked cars, roadworks or other restrictions at a property or location, 
Vehicle breakdowns, employee failure or adverse weather. 

ii A reported missed Container shall normally be collected within 
five Working Days. Customers are expected to report a Missed 
Collection within two Working Days of their scheduled collection. Where 
reporting is outside of this timeframe by the Customer the Contractor can 
collect Side Waste on the next scheduled collection day to avoid 
undertaking a separate collection.

iii If adverse weather conditions make it unsafe to undertake 
scheduled collections, the Contractor has the right to suspend 
collections in agreement with the Authority in the area/s affected until it is 
safe to recollect.

iv The Contractor will be required to notify the resident or 
householder or Commercial Waste Customer of the reason for any non 
collection which occurs and what actions are required of the resident, 
householder or Commercial Waste Customer to rectify the issue. This 
shall include but is not limited to:

I) Over heavy bin, bin with open lid, Side Waste presented
II) Container containing incorrect items i.e. Contamination of a brown 

or grey bin,  unacceptable waste items i.e. DIY waste, 
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construction and demolition waste, cooking oil or liquids, 
Hazardous Waste

III) Access prevented as a result of parked cars, Container not being 
accessible i.e. commercial 

IV) Any accident or damage caused during collection to the waste 
Containers or private property shall be reported to the 
residents/household immediately.

1.1d Bulky Waste and large WEEE collections

i Provision of this service is at the time of writing, undertaken via 
a third party contractual arrangement which encourages the reuse or 
recycling of items collected. This existing contractual arrangement shall 
novate to the Contractor. 

ii. Collections of Bulky Waste and large WEEE shall be undertaken 
from properties upon request and receipt of payment. 

iii All collections will be from domestic properties in residential 
areas. Collections should be restricted to between 08:00 – 17:00 
Monday to Friday, with flexibility around collections on a Saturday. No 
collections shall occur on Sundays or any public Bank Holidays. 
Customers should have to wait no more than 5 Working Days for a 
collection from the time of booking.

iv The Contractor will ensure that items are collected to maximise 
their value, by separating out reusable and recyclable items, and 
ensuring their onward use. Items to be recycled or disposed of should 
be sent to appropriately licensed destinations.

v The bulky waste and a large WEEE collection service to be 
provided will include: 

 Dealing with all enquiries, taking and arranging bookings 
(including payment).

 The collection of reusable, recyclable and waste items from 
households within the district following receipt of payment. 

 Transportation of waste items (those that cannot be reused or 
recycled) to the nominated disposal points as directed by 
Staffordshire County Council.

 Delivery of items to be reused to a reuse facility (which may be 
owned by the Contractor) which has been approved by Trading 
Standards and complies with all Duty of Care requirements. The 
reuse facility should ensure that all items are checked, tested, 
fixed and cleaned as required to ensure they are fit-for-reuse, 
before being passed on as a priority to people on low incomes.
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 Delivery of items to be recycled to an appropriately licensed 
recycling or reprocessing facility, or nominated disposal point as 
directed by Staffordshire County Council.

 Provision of timely and accurate statistical information to the 
Authority.

vi. The Contractor shall be responsible for promotion of these 
services in any form it sees fit.

1.1e Pail Closets

i. The Contractor shall be required to undertake a pail closet (night 
soil) collection on a weekly basis from nominated properties in the 
district.

1.1f Commercial Waste 

The Contractor will be required to work with the Authority to maximise 
financial returns for commercial waste activities undertaken. 

i Commercial Waste shall be collected on a frequency as per the 
requirements of a Customer. As a minimum this should include the 
availability of weekly, fortnightly or monthly collection frequencies.  A 
closed lid, no side waste policy is in operation.

ii Where a Customer requires a more frequent collection the 
Contractor is expected to make every effort to provide this service 
within its operational constraints. 

iii Additional one off collections may be requested by Customers or 
for waste provision at public events.

iv The Contractor will ensure that its employees collect all 
Commercial Waste Containers from the point of storage on the 
customers premise on the scheduled collection day and shall return it 
to the point of storage following collection. 

v. The Contractor shall ensure appropriate stock levels of the following 
Containers for delivery and use at commercial premises, or those 
where charges are levied for the collection and/or disposal of waste:

o  1100l, 660l, 360l, 240l, 140l – green bodied and lidded bins for 
commercial waste, 

o 1100l, 660l, 360l, 240l, 140l – grey bins for dry recyclables 
(comingled recycling)

o 360l, 240l 140l – grey bins for paper or organic waste
o Rolls of 25 White Commercial Waste sacks – for commercial 

waste. 
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vi. Where a customer uses Commercial Waste sacks for the 
collection of their Waste, the Contractor shall provide an annual 
delivery of two rolls of sacks (50 in total) as instructed by the Authority. 
The Contractor shall from these Customers collect one sack per 
scheduled collection (unless instructed by the Authority). 

vii The Contractor shall undertake a site visit at all potential new 
Commercial Waste Customer’s sites to determine if suitable access is 
available, and that the Containers requested are suitable for the 
location. This visit and outcome should be relayed back to the Authority 
within three Working Days of a request being made.

viii A reported missed commercial bin/container shall be collected 
within three Working Days (including the day the report is made by the 
Customer).

ix The Contractor should deliver a Commercial Waste Container to 
a property upon instruction from the Authority within three Working 
Days. Upon delivery a unique bin number sticker shall be adhered and 
securely affixed to the new Container and recorded. The number 
allocated to the Container/Customer will be as provided by the 
Authority.

x  Repair or replacement of a Commercial Waste Container at an 
existing Customer’s site should be made within ten Working Days. 
Removal of a Container at a premise will be undertaken as per any 
instruction made by the Authority.

xi All Containers supplied by the Contractor will be identifiable as 
from the SMDC council area and will incorporate livery detailing what 
material should be collected within it i.e. commercial waste or 
commercial recyclables.

xii. The Contractor shall report to the Authority any instances where a 
Commercial premise who is not a Customer of the Authority, is using 
waste Containers incorrectly or where a Customer of the Authority is 
using Containers that do not match those advised to the Contractor by 
the Authority . 

xiii. The Contractor shall refer to the Staffordshire County Council 
Policy on Disposal Charging: Policy for the implementation of the 
Controlled Waste Regulations 2012 in regards to types of waste that 
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can be collected, waste categorisation and the charging policies in 
place across Staffordshire.

1.1g Complaints, comments and enquiries

i The Contractor shall respond to general enquiries within five 
Working Days. 

ii. For all comments or complaints reported to the Authority the 
Contractor shall be responsible for provision of a thorough and 
accurate response within ten Working days in line with the Authority’s 
complaints Policy. The Contractor shall be responsible for the 
investigation and resolution of the issue. Where complaints require a 
written response, a draft response shall be issued to the Authority by 
the Contractor, the Authority will be responsible for providing this 
response to the Customer. The Contractor has responsibility for 
communicating with residents any changes which will affect the 
services being received.

iii. In all instances, the Contractor is required to provide services of 
the highest standards to ensure high Customer satisfaction with all 
services delivered.

iv. The Contractor shall use any nominated systems as required by 
the Authority in regards to comments, complaints or compliments.

1.1h Adherence to Staffordshire Moorlands District Council policies

i. The Contractor is responsible for approving any requests from 
Customers for services related to the following policies:
1) Assisted collection Policy
2) Larger bin Policy

ii. The Contractor is responsible for the monitoring of policy 
adherence for those services listed above and for all communication 
with Customers where it is believed they are no longer eligible to 
receive those services listed at 1.1hi. 

iii. The Contractor is responsible for the completion of biennial 
reviews of eligibility for the services listed at 1.1hi. 

1.1i Waste support and communication activities

 The Contractor will be responsible for the undertaking of Waste 
minimisation, reuse and recycling initiatives to promote public 
awareness, education and involvement in the management of 
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waste and to encourage correct usage of the Authority’s collection 
services. This should include but not be limited to;

1) Direct communications with householders and customers, 
2) Notifying householders or Commercial Waste Customers  of 

contamination which has prevented a collection, 
3) Maintaining the Authority’s webpages which promote the all 

Waste and recycling collection services,
4) Provide daily web updates detailing any collection issues 

experienced by the Contractor and their planned actions to 
resolve these,

5) Production and distribution of all promotional literature and/or 
communications to business premises, households or 
residents to ensure an awareness and understanding of all 
waste and recycling services available. All materials must be 
approved by the Authority’s Authorised Representative,

6) Production of draft communication materials for 
dissemination to local media. The Authority’s Authorised 
Representative will be responsible for the approval and 
undertaking of all communications to the local media, 

7) Monitoring of policy adherence to and applications for; larger 
refuse bins or assisted collections to include biennial reviews 
of eligibility,

 All communications should utilise best practice guidance and new 
technological developments in order to be effective and efficient,

 The Contractor shall be responsible for investigation, 
communication and enforcement activities with individuals or 
households relating to waste or waste related Environmental 
crimes.

 Provision of written responses to planning application consultation 
considering waste provision and access needs to facilitate waste 
collection services.

 The Contractor will be expected to support the Authority in regards 
to provision of information enabling funding applications or by 
directly seeking funding through streams not open to Local 
Authorities, following approval to do so by the Authority’s 
Authorised Representative. 

 The Contractor will be required to attend meetings or liaise directly 
with; community groups, Parish or Town Councils, departments or 
Officers of this Authority to facilitate smooth service delivery and 
encourage effective waste management. This may include 
attendance at Committee meetings as required.
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Appendices

1. Assisted Collection Policy
2. Larger Bin Policy
3. Additional Brown Bin Policy
4. Staffordshire County Council Policy on Disposal Charging: Policy for the 

implementation of the Controlled Waste Regulations 2012 
5. SMDC Safeguarding Policy
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APPENDIX C

Schedule 1 – Services

Part 1 - Service Specification - Fleet Management services

1. Background
1.1 This document aims to clarify the arrangements made by Staffordshire 

Moorlands District Council with the Contractor for the provision of Fleet 
Management Services.

1.2 The Contractor shall deliver a flexible fleet management service capable of 
responding to usage, technical, regulatory and economic developments as 
they develop within the fleet industry whilst ensuring that the services best 
meet the Authority’s objectives within the overall constraints of providing 
affordability and value for money.

2. Objectives

2.1 The fundamental objective of this arrangement is to provide an efficient, 
environmentally and economically sustainable fleet management service.

2.2 This Contract has the following key objectives in relation to fleet management:

i. Statutory Duties: To ensure the provision of a legally compliant fleet for 
the Authority;

ii. Sustainability: To protect and improve the environment and prevent 
pollution, including measures for the efficient use of fuel and energy 
and the use of new and clean technologies;

iii. Value for money: Have regard to value for money principles and 
affordability within the Authority’s budgetary resources with the aim of 
reducing the cost of fleet provision and management for the Authority;

iv. Continuity: Achieve a seamless transition from the current service 
provision, and to deliver ongoing service continuity in regards to fleet 
provision;

v. Resource Management: conserve energy and raw materials;
vi. Partnering: Support, facilitate and enable partnering between the 

Contractor and the Authority to facilitate continuous improvement of the 
Service for residents of the Staffordshire Moorlands.

3. Services to be delivered

3.1 No constraints are placed on the Contractor as to the operational methods 
used for the performance of the Contract, save that they comply with the 
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requirements set out in this document, all legal obligations and within the 
affordability constraints of the Authority.  

3.2 The Contractor shall satisfy the Authority that sufficient flexibility is 
incorporated into the design of services to accommodate changes as a result 
of legislation at the most economically advantageous terms to the Authority.

3.3 The Contractor shall provide, the following fleet management related Services 
to include but not be restricted to:

1. Management of the Contractors Core Fleet: 
a. The Contractor shall be the Operators licence holder ensuring 

compliance with all relevant legal standards, Operators licence 
requirements and DVSA regulations. To include undertaking of 
LOLER checks, tachograph calibration, brake efficiency tests 
etc,

b. Provision of fleet as appropriate to the Services undertaken by 
the Contractor on behalf of the Authority as detailed by this 
Contract,

c. Ensuring all vehicles used in service delivery are appropriately 
licensed, taxed, inspected, tested and insured and that records 
documenting such, are kept accurate and upto date. 
Accumulation risk should be included in the insurance cover to 
provide protection for all fleet.

d. Undertaking of compliance checks and training for users of the 
Contractor’s core fleet to include but not be limited to: driver 
Licence or MOT Checks, driver hours monitoring, all relevant 
Driver training, defect reporting training, Vehicle and equipment 
familiarisation training, completion of random inspections and 
checks to determine compliance and driver suitability. Action 
should be taken as appropriate where non compliance is 
identified.

e. Liaison with third party maintenance providers where 
arrangements have been transferred to the Contractor via 
novation to ensure correct vehicle inspection and maintenance 
processes are in place and maintained,

2. Management of the Workshop:
a. Operation and management of a Garage/workshop located at 

the SMDC Fowlchurch Depot, Leek to enable efficient and 
effective inspections, repairs and maintenance activities to be 
undertaken on both the Contractors and Authority’s core fleet in 
line with the operating hours of key services delivered by the 
Authority and its legal obligations. 

b. Provision of suitably experienced personnel to manage 
operation of the workshop and to ensure and parts are ordered 
and available to facilitate swift repairs and maintenance 
activities of both the Contractors and Authority’s core fleet.   

c. Provision of machinery, equipment and tools to carry out most 
kinds of repair, as well as undertaking servicing and 
maintenance of all vehicles and equipment.
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d. Provision of a timely breakdown recovery service, side of road 
repairs or recovery to the Leek or Buxton workshops to be 
available 24/7/365 (except Xmas Day) for both the Contractors 
and the Alliance’s core fleet,

e. Notification to the relevant Authority Representative of any 
financial charges liable for repairs to vehicles resulting from 
accidents or driver damage/abuse, excess mileage charges, or 
any additional costs as a result of poor cleanliness.

f. Provision of first aid, health and safety and spill kit facilities on 
all vehicles provided to the Authority or used by the Contractor, 
commensurate with the requirements of the Fire and other 
statutory authorities. 

3. Financing and purchase of fleet: 
a. Supporting the Authority in regards to decision making relating 

to all vehicle procurement activities. Consideration of best value 
shall be taken when considering capital purchase or alternative 
hire or lease options available to the Authority, 

b. Specification and procurement support for new fleet as required 
by the Authority or the Contractor, to include delivery to a 
requested location,

c. Provision of finance to fund vehicle or equipment purchase or 
lease when required by the Authority.

4. Management of the Alliance Core Fleet: 
a. Maintenance provision for all vehicles used in the delivery of the 

Authority’s Services, to include those owned by the Authority or 
provided by third parties, including all repairs and replacement 
of parts and tyres,

b. Maintenance of legal, efficient, clean and serviceable Vehicles, 
Containers and trailers used across the Authority for the 
provision of all of the Authority’s Services.  Vehicles shall meet 
EU emission or related legal standards and be inspected in 
accordance with DVSA inspection frequency regimes,

c. Ensuring all vehicles are appropriately licensed, taxed, 
inspected and tested. The provision of insurance is the 
responsibility of the Authority for fleet that is operated and driven 
by the Authority’s employees solely,

d. Provision of driver checks and training for users of the 
Authority’s core fleet to include but not be limited to:

i. Driver Licence Checks – the Contractor should advise the 
Council of instances of non-compliance,

ii. Driver Training,
iii. Defect reporting Training,
iv. Vehicle and equipment familiarisation training.
v. Driver’s licence/MOT/Insurance checks, keeping records 

and notifying the Authority of non-compliance.
e. Provision of fuel via fuel cards or pumps at the Fowlchurch 

depot, Leek as required to ensure continuity of the Authority’s 
Services,

f. Provision of a suitable spare vehicle to the Authority when a 
mechanical defect prevents the vehicle from being available for 
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use by the Authority or its personnel for a period of two 
Workings Days or more, 

g. Checking of driver hour’s compliance, defect reporting 
effectiveness, conducting random inspections and driver 
suitability across all Councils departments where fleet is used. 
Notification is to be made to the Authority of any non 
compliance,

h. Appropriate storage and management of documentation 
detailing all reported and repaired defects, inspections and any 
other testing appropriate to the vehicle ensuring the Authority 
during the time it remains an Operators Licence Holder can 
demonstrate compliance with all relevant legal standards.

5. Management of Leased Vehicles :
a. Provision of lease vehicles to nominated car users of the 

Alliance as requested by the Authority,
b. Specification and procurement support for new lease vehicles as 

required by the Authority, to include delivery to a requested 
location.

6. Provision of Grey Fleet Checks and training to include but not be 
limited to:  

a. Drivers Licence, MOT and insurance document checks to be 
conducted annually on those employees of the Authority who 
use their own vehicles in completing their duties and delivering 
Services to the Authority

b. Notification to the Authority of instances of non-compliance,
c. Driver or equipment training and assessments,

4. Exclusions of service

4.1 For clarity, the Authority will remain responsible for the provision of insurance 
for fleet that is still operated by the Authority and used by its employees in the 
course of Service delivery.  

5. Health, Safety & Welfare

5.1 In providing the above services the Contractor and its employees shall:
1) Adopt safe working practices as laid down in all current and future 

regulations, working rules, HSE guidance and legislation that apply to 
its activities, 

2) Take full note of the Authority’s Corporate Health and Safety Policies 
as amended from time to time and cooperate with the Authority in 
fulfilling its Health & Safety obligations,

3) Be responsible for the suitable and safe use of all Equipment used in 
the provision of the service. No Equipment shall be used which may be 
unsuitable, unsafe or liable to cause damage,

4) Provide to its employees suitable uniforms, work wear, protective and 
reflective clothing so that they are easily visible and obvious. In 
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addition suitable welfare facilities shall be accessible to all employees 
employed in delivering services as set out in this document,

5) Be responsible for the health and safety monitoring arrangements for 
both his own staff and visitors to facilities used by the Contractor in the 
course of this Contract and sub-contractors, including the regular 
production of risk assessments.

6. Change protocol

6.1 The Contractor shall refer to the requirements as set out in Schedule 11 
Change Protocol when it wishes to propose any changes to:

i. operating practices,
iii. proposed changes to procedures and policies, 
iv. alterations to the location of workshops or maintenance facilities.

7. Data Provision

7.1 The Contractor is required to provide to the Authority information for the 
purposes of:

i. comparison of the Contractor’s performance against relevant 
performance standards,

ii. reporting of Key Performance Indicators,
iii. management information,
iv. information to enable responses to be provided to requests under the 

Freedom of Information Act, Environmental Information Regulations or 
the Data Protection Act.

7.2 The Contractor shall submit the following to the Authority in respect of the 
performance of its obligations under the Contract, as follows:

i. A performance monitoring report as detailed in Schedule 2 
Performance Monitoring.

ii. A Service Delivery Plan – is to be provided by the Contractor to the 
Authority as per Schedule 6 of the Outsourcing Agreement. This 
document should include an overview of annual summaries of overall 
waste arisings information (including that collected and treated),

iii. Any other information specifically requested by the Authority.

8. Assets

8.1 The Authority shall transfer the following workshop equipment free of charge 
to the Contractor:
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 Exhaust extraction system
 HGV vehicle lift
 Compressor and airlines
 Axle stands
 Waste oil store (bunded)
 Parts store
 Battery charger/booster
 Free standing lights x 2 

8.2 The Contractor shall be responsible for repairs and maintenance to the above 
listed equipment, and to supply and maintain all other items of equipment or 
tools required for use within the workshop to support the maintenance of the 
vehicles.
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APPENDIX D

Schedule 2 Performance indicators 

Part 1 – Performance Framework – Key Performance Indicator’s (KPI’s)

1. Performance Framework

1.1 The Contractor shall monitor its performance of the Services against the KPI’s 
set out in this Schedule 2. 

1.2 The chart below details the reporting requirements placed upon the Contractor 
for the monitoring and reporting of its performance against each KPI, 
alongside the outturn for 2017-18 and the initial targets for 2018-19 (each 
Target KPI for the purposes of calculating minimum Service delivery 
requirements under this Agreement). The Target KPIs are the minimum levels 
of performance required by the Authority for each KPI indicated:

Waste KPI’s

PI 
no. Performance Indicator Reporting 

frequency
2017-18 outturn
(baseline year)

2018-19 
target

1
NI 191  - kg of Residual 

Waste collected per 
household*

Quarterly 384kg# 375kg

2

NI 192 – (a) % of household 
waste reused, 

(b)% of household waste % 
of household waste 

recycled 
(c)% of household waste 

composted*

Quarterly 58%# 59%

3

Number of reported 
missed bins per 100,000 
collections (excluding 

those reported as a result 
of bad weather)

Monthly 44.66 34

4
Customer satisfaction with 

provided waste and 
recycling services

Annually
83% (last 

recorded in 
2014-15)

tbc

5
Number of complaints 

received and satisfactorily 
resolved

Monthly

60 Complaints 
logged

Resolution:100% 

10% 
reduction in 
complaint 
numbers 
based on 

previous year. 
100% 

resolution

6
% of domestic waste 

Containers requested and 
delivered within ten 

Working Days 
Monthly 90% 100%
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* It should be recognised that the Contractor will not be privy to all waste arisings data from 
the contract commencement date and therefore will be unable themselves to calculate the NI 
191 and 192 results until the wider transfer of services occurs. 

# estimated outturns for 2017-18 as not all tonnage data is currently available

Fleet KPI’s

PI 
no. Performance Indicator Reporting 

frequency
2017-18 outturn
(baseline year)

2018-19 
target

1
Vehicle availability per 

calendar month 
(Authority core fleet) 

Monthly 94.49# 100%

2

Operator Compliance Risk 
score or Traffic 
Commissioner 
interventions

(Authority & Contractor 
until the Authority 

relinquishes its O licence)

Monthly Green Green

3

No. of MOT failures or 
missed 

services/inspections per 
calendar month 

(Authority & Contractor 
core fleet)

Monthly

3 MOT failures 
between Apr-Oct 

2017
3 missed 

service/inspections

0
0

4

Average speed of 
response to roadside 
breakdowns and/or 

recovery per calendar 
month (Authority fleet 

only)

Monthly

Average response 
to roadside 

breakdown/recovery 
46 mins

40 mins 
average

5
Health & Safety: 

Workshop management – 
no of RIDDOR reportable 
accidents, accidents and 
near misses per quarter

Quarterly 0 RIDDOR 0 RIDDOR

1.3 The Authority will be responsible for the collation and monitoring of an 
additional KPI - Cost per household of the waste and recycling service. The 
results of which shall be recorded annually based on the Authority’s property 
count and overall cost of waste and recycling services. The Authority will 
provide this information to the Contractor upon its annual calculation. The 
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calculation of the KPI will demonstrate the Contractors delivery of financial 
efficiencies in regards to services delivered.

1.4 The Contractor shall provide to the Authority a Performance Monitoring Report 
on a monthly basis, together with such supporting evidence as may 
reasonably be required by the Authority to enable the Authority’s 
Representative to fully monitor and review the Contractor’s performance 
under, and its compliance with, this Agreement. Each Performance Monitoring 
Report shall include as a minimum: 

 accurate records of performance against each of the KPI’s for the 
preceding calendar month, to include the year to date performance and a 
forecast of the outturn for the full year,

 for any KPI which is off target, an explanation as to why the KPI is not 
being met, what efforts are being taken to rectify it and the outcome of 
those efforts, and

 for annually reportable KPI’s - a calculation of the year to date 
performance and a forecast of the out-turn over the full Contract Year, with 
supporting information in the event that forecast levels of performance vary 
from performance over the year to date,

1.5 Within 5 Business Days of the submission of a Performance Monitoring 
Report the Contractor’s Representative shall meet with the Authority’s 
Representative to (“Monthly Meeting”) discuss the contents of the monthly 
Performance Monitoring Report and the provision of the Services and they will 
use all reasonable endeavours to agree any actions that may reasonably be 
required to address any issues arising out of the Monthly Meeting. Any 
dispute arising out of a Monthly Meeting that cannot be settled between the 
Parties acting reasonably shall be referred for resolution under the Dispute 
Resolution Procedure. This shall be without prejudice to any other right of 
action that the Authority may have in respect of any performance failure or 
other breach by the Contractor.

1.6 In addition, the Contractor shall during the first quarter of each Contract Year 
draw up and/or update (as applicable) a service delivery plan relative to the 
Agreement (“Service Delivery Plan”) which is to be provided to the Authority 
and maintained by the Contractor on a rolling three-year basis.

1.7 The Service Delivery Plan shall include a detailed performance review of the 
Services provision during the previous financial year in a form required by the 
Authority (acting reasonably) which shall include as a minimum:

1. a summary of performance of all KPIs as set out later in this document,
2. sufficient data required to allow for the calculation of specified National 
Indicators, 
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3. a summary of performance failures alongside an explanation as to why 
the KPI was not met, what efforts were being taken to rectify it and the 
outcome of those efforts in regards to future performance,
4. the Contractor’s proposals for measuring the improvement to the 
Services by means of revised  performance indicators.

Within 5 Business Days of the submission of a Service Delivery Plan the 
Contractor’s Representative shall meet with the Authority’s Representative to 
(“Annual Meeting”) discuss the contents of the Service Delivery Plan and 
they will use all reasonable endeavours to agree any actions that may 
reasonably be required to address any issues arising out of the Annual 
Meeting. Any dispute arising out of an Annual Meeting that cannot be settled 
between the Parties acting reasonably shall be referred for resolution under 
the Dispute resolution procedure. This shall be without prejudice to any other 
right of action that the Authority may have in respect of any performance 
failure or other breach by the Contractor.
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Service Delivery Overview and Scrutiny Panel 
Work Programme 2017/18

Date Item Contact Officer

24 May 2017 Meeting Cancelled

05 July 2017 Countryside and Parks Management Review N Kemp
Cornhill Project Update P Prarikh
Sports and Physical Activity Strategy D Stock

20 Sept 2017  Cancelled

8 Nov 2017 Brough Park Lottery Bid K Parker
Foxt Conservation Area Designation and Character Appraisal - draft for 
public consultation

J Brookes

Constellation Partnership Update D Larner

24 Jan 2018 Brough Park Heritage Lottery Bid Update D Stock
Staffordshire Moorlands Design Guide J Brooks
WRAP Consistency Project K Parker
Review of the Cemetery Regulations N Kemp

Foxt Conservation Area Designation and Character Appraisal Update  D Larner21 March 2018
Meeting Cancelled

23rd May 2018 Consultation on the National Planning Policy Framework D Larner
Accelerated Housing Delivery P Parikh
Growth Strategy P Parikh
Alliance Environmental Services - Phase 2 Transfer of Services A Stokes
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Service Delivery Overview and Scrutiny Panel 
Work Programme 2017/18

Date Item Contact Officer

TBC Finalised Specification of the Procurement Process for Leek Market T Crawford
Leisure Facility Contract K Parker
Environmental Enforcement M Forrester
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